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Peace be unto you,

We all know how valuable and vital having a good credit rating can be. Without a

good credit rating, your financial, occupational, and personal goals are at risk of

being severely limited. So, to obtain the privilege of using a credit card, your

credit rating is checked. 

Since maintaining a good credit  rating is important  in  today's  society,  a poor

credit rating can have an adverse effect on your personal goals. This book is

intended to support  and help individuals and families find the answers to the

most commonly asked questions of credit repair, as well as informing them of the

dangers that lurk the marketplace. 

After reading our guide, you will have the necessary knowledge required to get

out of debt and also have information that will guide you to resources that will

help you repair your credit,  get loans, and so forth. This book is a must-read

guide for people with bad credit, no credit, or trying to establish good credit. 

You can contact at credithealing@gmail.com or call/text us at 225-733-6429 if

you have any questions. Our website  www.credithealing.org provides the most

relevant and latest information on credit repair and more. You will not regret to

visit our website.

Sincerely,

O'Rell Muhammad
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LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher  has strived to  be  as  precise  and complete  as  possible  in  the

origination of this report, however the fact that he does not warrant or represent

at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the quickly shifting nature

of the Internet.

While  all  attempts  have  been  made  to  verify  information  provided  in  this

publication,  the  Publisher  assumes no  responsibility  for  errors,  omissions,  or

contrary  interpretation  of  the  subject  matter  herein.  Any  perceived  slights  of

specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of

income  made.  Readers  are  cautioned  to  rely  on  their  judgment  about  their

circumstances to act accordingly.

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or

financial  advice.  All  readers  are  advised  to  seek  services  of  competent

professionals in legal, business, accounting, and finance field.

This manual is written in Arial; therefore you are always encouraged to print this 

book for easy reading.
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Introduction

Credit  Repair  is  defined as  a method of  disputing or  rectifying  discrepancies

presented on credit bureau reports to obtain the highest and most exact ratings

for consumers.

Among the most crucial matters to think back is regarding credit problems and

this also means you're not the only one who is suffering from bad credit. On the

other side, there are millions of honorable, hard-working people from all around

the country who are presently experiencing or have suffered troubles with their

credit too. Nevertheless, your awareness of the importance of having good credit

has put you one step closer to reaching a good credit evaluation and improving

your quality of aliveness.

Even though your credit evaluation may look like an intangible asset, it is one of

the most  valuable and important  assets that  you  own.  Without  a good credit

rating,  your  financial,  occupational,  and  personal  goals  are  at  risk  of  being

severely limited. To obtain the privilege of using a credit card, your credit rating is

checked.

If  a company determines your  credit  to be unsatisfactory,  you will  be denied.

From the moment you are denied, your quality of living is impeded. If you can't

get  a  credit  card,  you  can't  rent  a  car,  order  tickets,  or  even  rent  a  video.

Because your credit rating was found out to be unsatisfactory, most companies

will not allow you use their money.

Today more than ever,  many businesses perform routine background checks

during the hiring process. Once again, if your credit rating reveals something of

concern to them, you can be turned away for employment.
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Since maintaining a good credit  rating is important  in  today's  society,  a poor

credit rating can have a negative snowball  effect toward your  personal goals.

Good, string credit allows you to live with financial security and enables you to

buy items without consuming your life savings.

Repairing your credit can seem like a monumental task; however, it can also be

as easy as wiring a letter or making a phone call. Your decision to repair your

credit rating will benefit you for the rest of your life.

The more time you invest now toward strengthening your credit rating, the better

your quality of life will be.

This  guide  is  intended  to  support  and  help  individuals  and  families  find  the

answers to the most commonly asked questions about credit repair, as well as

informing them of the dangers that lurk in the marketplace. 

After reading our guide, you will have the basic knowledge to getting out of debt,

as well as information that will guide you to resources that will help you repair

your credit, get loans, and so forth. 

This is a must read guide for anyone that has bad credit, no credit, or trying to

establish good credit.
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Chapter 1 - Build Your Survival Foundation
(Return to Contents)

Why is it important to have good credit?

With today's society becoming more and more business oriented, establishing

and maintaining good credit is vital if you plan to do any of the following:

1. Apply for employment

2. Rent an apartment

3. Open a bank account

4. Setup an account with public service or the telephone company

It used to be that, establishing good credit was important only if you planned to

buy a home or car, but not anymore.  The simplest task, such as applying for

employment could very much mean that you need good credit.

Having bad credit could impede your ability to survive.  This is sad to say, but it is

a proven fact that people have been turned down top quality job positions just

because of their credit rating despite the fact that that particular job could be

what a person needs to fix their credit precisely.  That's a scary catch twenty-two

don't you think?

Ok, I'm caught in that scary catch twenty-two, what should I do?

Start by requesting a copy of your credit report at  www.annualcreditreport.com.

You are entitled by Federal Law to receive a free annual credit report.  There are

three major credit-reporting agencies that you need to contact; you can run a

search on the internet.  If you have already received a credit report for that year,

you may also use any letter of credit denial by sending in a copy of that letter

within 60 days of its receipt with your written request.  Be sure to include a copy
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of your state issued ID, proof of your address and your last known addresses for

the past five years.  It is essential to include a copy of your social security card.

What does it mean to have good credit?  Who cares who sees it?

Unbelievably, your credit report is public information to anybody where you are

asking for a line of credit.  Any time you apply for employment, an apartment, or

attempt to make a big purchase, you are asking for credit and permitting the

potential creditor to view your credit report.  Although your credit report does not

reveal a personality diagnose, it may just as well, considering it is through your

credit report how others (potential creditors) will perceive what kind of person you

are.

Businesses look into your  credit  report and determine your  ability to pay and

follow through on your promises what kind of person you are.  

Do you adhere to your promises?  

Are you stable, do you follow through on payments?  

If so, then you most likely are a good and reliable person.  You may be worth

giving a chance at that perfect job, or residing in that particular community.

What about good people with bad credit? 

You  may  be  a  good  person;  you  may  even  be  the  most  considerate  and

compassionate person alive; however, if your credit report shows a late payment

or no payment on an account at all, your entire being could be perceived as not

reliable,  unstable  and  untrustworthy.   Prepare  yourself  to  deal  with  a  lot  of

paperwork and phone time once you are ready to repair your credit.
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What does this mean?  How can I protect my reputation?

What this means is that it is time for you to fix your credit.  Your income may be

null or limited, that's ok, there is still  a way to save your reputation and open

more doors of opportunity.  Once you receive your credit report(s), contact the

creditors listed and make payment arrangements, even if it is just $1-$5 a month.

Doing this shows your willingness to get back on track, it shows that you are

putting effort towards establishing stability and responsibility.

Whom can I turn to for help?

We  offer  high  quality  credit  repair  service  at  a  low  price.  Visit

www.credithealing.org for  more  information.  Building your  credit  is  more  than

being able to  make a big  purchase,  it  also means you are establishing your

reputation and setting your survival foundation.

Essentials to Repairing Your Credit
(Return to Contents)

There are essentials to repairing your credit and building your history. It depends

on your situation, but in most cases, you can find a way out of any debt situation.

Debt relief is a stressful situation. When times are hard, the last thing we need is

to add more stress to our lives. Therefore we want to start out by acknowledging

the problems in front of us. Once we acknowledge the problem, we can take the

next step to find a resolve.
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Now that  we  have some essential  steps to  repairing credit,  we  next  want  to

review some of the options available to us. There are many steps we can take to

eliminate debt.  Repairing your  credit  means that  you must  learn the different

scams in the marketplace to avoid complicating your situation and adding to your

debts.

Telemarketers that claim to get you out of debt in three minutes are obviously

scammers that are trying to make a buck. Anyone that tells you they can help

you get out of debt and charge you a fee is basically a source of scammers.

The best  solution then for  getting out  of  debt  is  learning to  rely  on yourself.

Repairing credit has its good and bad essentials. Today we are going to take a

look at some of the good basics in credit repair.

If you are in debt and own a home, you probably have insurance coverage. If so,

you  might  be able to  take an advance payment  against  your  insurance.  Life

Insurance Coverage may offer a payback solution after you have paid in on the

plan for a length of time.

It might be wise to check out your policy to see if there is some disbursement

plan available. Supposing you can get a lump sum be sure to pay off your debts,

rather than spending your  money loosely.  You may even want  to check your

Home Mortgage agreement and the insurance coverage available.

If you are suffering debt problems related to injuries or even suffer a Terminal

Illness, some policies will make payments on your mortgage until you are back

on your feet again. If you are off work due to unemployment as no result of your

own, then you may be qualified for your insurance policy coverage that makes

your payments until you are back at work.
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If you don't have insurance coverage, you might, or you have insurance coverage

that doesn't offer this option you may want to check with your lender to find out if

there is a refinance loan available to you that offers lower monthly installments

and lower interest rates. 

If you get another loan, make sure that you are not paying more than you already

are. If you decide to take out a refinance loan make sure that you are aware of

the upfront fees that often are included in mortgage loans.

What about car payments? 

Are you paying a fortune for your car each month? 

If so there may be an option that can get you some relief. You may be able to

refinance your car, or else sell your car, making more money than what you owe

on your loan. The extra cash can be spent toward a good used car. Sometimes

used cars tend to last longer than newer cars and are less expensive to maintain.

Also, you could look into a repossession of the vehicle if your situation is out of

hand. This will go against your credit report, but when there is no other solution,

sometimes we have to toss in the towel.

Finally, you can increase your income by selling valuable assets or else finding a

job that pays more for your worth. Sometimes we work and are paid less than

what we deserve, so if there is a solution available by all means jump on it.

Repairing credit has many essentials, but for the most part credit repair is just an

illusion where many people do not take the step to repair.
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Steps to Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)

Credit repair is not always easy, but there are solutions available to help us get

out of debt. We all have bills, and sometimes those bills are outrageous. Paying

bills is ongoing, there is no escape, so the best possible solution then is asking

for help and working to repay your debts.

The changes in  the  law are  making it  difficult  for  consumers  to  restore  their

credit, yet some rules of the law make it possible to get all three of your credit

reports for free. If you have a credit history of negligence, you need to get copies

of your credit reports to make sure no false allegations were made against you.

If the creditors or bureaus file a false claim on your credit report, you might be

eligible to sue the computers. If there are claims against you in your report, the

first step is to file a dispute against the claims. This can delay your payments,

and if you don't owe the bill, it can free you from the debt once the bureaus find

that you are not responsible.

It is important that you contact the bureaus as soon as possible if you notice any

claims made against you that you believe are not your responsibility. 

Experian, TransUnion, and Equifax all have a dispute hotline available. Disputing

is a step in the right direction for repairing your credit. The majority of information

on your  credit  reports  is  from banks,  credit  card companies,  utility  providers,

judgments, and so on.
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Your information stays on your credit report for at least 7 years. Positive results

often stay on your report for around 10 years. Tax liens often stay on your credit

report for around 15 years, and bankruptcies often stay on your credit report for

10 years.

If you have any debts on your credit report that do not belong to you, it is wise to

file a dispute immediately.  The bureaus will  investigate the accusations made

against you, and if they find it is wrong, then they will remove the claims. If the

information on your credit report has no resolution, then the companies will often

delete or modify the claims against you. This is why it is important to keep track

of your credit report. You can also view your credit score from the reports and get

details on how your score is affected.

If you see that there are claims against you that is your responsibility and can't

seem to find a solution, it is wise to get educated. If you believe credit repair

companies that claim they can remove items from your report and lower your

monthly bills, then you are misled. Most of the companies are regulated by the

law.

This  means  the  government  has  reason  to  believe  that  the  companies  may

mislead their consumers. Therefore, most of the companies that claim they can

get you out of debt with little or no time are often waiting to take money from your

pocket, while putting you at risk of losing your assets. If you need help or support

with  your  credit,  then it  is  wise  to  go to  sources that  offer  counseling at  the

National Foundation for Credit Counseling.

The representatives are highly trained in helping consumers find a solution to

remove debt. They will also help get the creditors off your back. It is important to

know your rights if you are in debt and searching for a solution to repair your
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credit. Building credit that has been affected is difficult in most cases, but never

impossible. 

Millions around the world at one time or another has some financial change that

has affected them negatively. Therefore, you are not alone, and many are aware

of this fact.  The Consumer Response Center is an excellent source for finding

information about your rights. In some cases, some of us have more rights than

others. 

Victims of  Identity  Theft  or  Military Personnel  that  have been robbed of their

identity have more rights than people delinquent of paying on time. Knowing what

is available to you is the first step to repairing your credit and getting back on

track.
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Repairing Your Credit Ratings
(Return to Contents)

Is your goal to repair your credit rating? 

Then you might want to consider many factors before getting started on building

your credit. Credit is good in many ways,  and bad in some ways.  Credit puts

stress on us simply because we have to maintain a rating to get the respect we

deserve. 

We all have our struggles in life and some us more so than others do. There are

many reasons that a person's credit is flawed. We often have to maintain a high

degree of  accuracy or  else.  Since we  do not  like 'for  else'  then we  have to

continually find a solution to keep our credit rating at a rate. The good qualities

about credit are that it gives you a resolution when times are hard, and when you

want to build credit. 

To get started repairing your credit then you must search for various methods

that can help restore your credit ratings. The first thing you are going to do is get

copies of your credit reports. The disadvantage is you will need to pay for the

reports unless you apply for a credit card or loan. Be sure to avoid applying for

cards and loans since the more you apply, the more it affects your credit ratings. 

Once you apply for a loan or credit, the lenders will request copies of your credit

report, which deducts points to your credit score and it stays on your report for 2

years. The more points you have, it takes away from your score, which is more

important than your credit. Once you apply for a credit card or loan, then you

have one advantage of getting all 3-credit reports free. 
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Today everyone is checking credit, so your score is always affected in one way

or another. Nowadays nearly, every business will check your credit report, so if

you are buying a car avoid allowing the sales reps to check your credit until you

know this is what you want. 

It is helpful to take an updated credit report, which most lenders will tell you "oh

we can't use that. “This is ok; tell the reps" you are not checking my credit until I

know this is what I want to do." The credit report can provide them an overview of

what they are looking at.

Understanding The Fact
(Return to Contents)

After you have requested your credit reports, you can move onto the next step. If

you have any charges on your credit, report that appears suspicious be sure to

contact the three credit bureaus immediately, petitioning the charges. 

The Fair Credit Reporting Act was put into law in 1970, which was before the 

computer age, to protect the American people from misinformation that the Credit

Reporting Agencies (i.e. Equifax, Trans Union and Experian) reports everyday. 

This law REQUIRES the CRA's (Credit Reporting Agencies) to have PHYSICAL 

COPIES of the contract documents we signed with creditors that they are 

reporting but they DON'T because everything they are reporting is transferred to 

them from the creditors electronically - not face to face or by mail. This means 

the CRA's do not ever review and or verify any credit applications, signed 

contracts or any documents whatsoever before they report the items on your 

credit report.
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The FCRA requires all CRA's to VERIFY all information received from the 

creditors BEFORE adding them to your credit file, but since it will be time-

consuming and costly, they are taking the shortcut by doing everything 

electronically which is not how the FCRA says it should be done. To help you 

know exactly where in the Fair Credit Reporting Act it says the Credit Reporting 

Agencies must provide copies of your signed documents that verify the accuracy 

of your accounts in their files. I have provided you with 4 paragraphs (along with 

my paraphrasing of them for your understanding), so you know that your disputes

are in 100% compliance with the law. Pay special attention to the italicized 

section of each clause. It reads:

1. (2) Summary of rights required to be included with agency disclosures. A 

consumer reporting agency shall provide to a consumer, with each written 

disclosure by the agency to the consumer under this section. (Page 39)

What it means: This is section is stating that if you ask in the right way, the CRA's

must grant your request by providing you with the copies of the original 

documents you signed with the creditor(s).

2. (2), (E), a statement that a consumer reporting agency is not required to 

remove accurate derogatory information from the file of a consumer unless the 

information is outdated under section 605 or cannot be verified. (Page 39)

What it means: This section has two parts - one is stating that your adverse items

must be removed if they are outdated and the other part, which makes this 

process very easy for you to succeed (smile), is saying the CRA must "verify" 

that the accounts are valid. The next clause describes how your account must be

verified.

3. (1), business... shall provide a copy of application and business transaction 

records in the control of the business entity, whether maintained by the business 

entity or by another person on behalf of the business entity. (Page 40)
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What it means: This section is stating that the CRA's must provide you with a 

copy of the original application or document you signed when you made a 

business transaction or applied for credit. Note: THEY DO NOT HAVE THESE 

ON FILE BECAUSE THEY RECEIVED EVERYTHING ELECTRONICALLY!!!

4. (2) Verification (B) of the information in the consumer's application for the 

credit or insurance, to determine that the consumer meets the specific criteria 

bearing on credit worthiness or insurability. (Page 5)

What it means: This section is stating that for your account to be considered 

verified, your CREDIT APPLICATION (i.e. a copy of the original document you 

signed) must be provided in which the creditors and lenders have in their 

possession - not the CRA's.

(Fair Credit Reporting Act Site: 

https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/articles/pdf/pdf-0111-fair-credit-

reporting-act.pdf)

Proper verification according to Section 609 of the FCRA involves the CRA's 

having copies of the original signed credit application in their files. They are 

required to have a copy of the credit application that you signed when you 

opened the credit account with the creditor in their files to place those items on 

your credit report. However, they don't ever review any documents or keep a 

copy of your credit application in their files.

The objective of these dispute letters is not to dispute whether your information 

that is being reported is valid or not.It is to dispute the CRA's RIGHT TO 

REPORT your negative items lest they provide you with a copy of the original 

documents you signed, in which they will never do because they never received 

them in the first place.

Therefore, according to the FCRA, all CRA's must provide must provide a copy of

the verifiable original creditor documentation IF IT IS REQUESTED PROPERLY 

BY YOU THE CONSUMER.  Since they don't have proof that the negative items 
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are yours, then according to the FCRA, those items are classified as 

“UNVERIFIED,” and under the FCRA – all unverified accounts MUST BE 

DELETED. Approximately 99% of the American populace doesn't know about 

this truth which is hurting you and keeping you from reaching greater heights in 

the financial arena. This is the secret the Credit Reporting Agencies, and Credit 

Repair Companies don't want you to know. You have now been equipped with 

this powerful knowledge... now you must use it for your benefit now. 

Take advantage of this law. Understanding the steps to credit repair is essential

to get on the road to building credit. After you have disputed your credit reports

errors, you will next want to wait at least six months before applying for a loan or

credit card.

If you have any delinquencies on your credit report, be sure to take care of them

right away if possible. While you wait, the six months be sure that you continue

paying your bills on time. If you do not have the money to pay the bill in full, be

sure you make adequate payments on the bill to avoid bad credit reports. 

If  you intend to apply for a loan later, make sure that you meet all  payments

required of you. Also, it is wise to keep an updated copy of your credit report on

hand if possible. We are advised to monitor our credit reports regularly so that we

know where we stand with our credit. If your goal is to repair your credit, taking

the first step is the beginning of building a great credit score and rating.

Understanding Credit Files
(Return to Contents)

If you are in debt and nagged daily by creditors, you might want to understand

your credit files to repair your credit.  If  you are delinquent on payments, your

credit score is affected, and often you can't get a loan. There are exceptions, but
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if you can get a loan or credit card, you will be paying high interest rates. Your

credit file determines your faith in life. 

If you have a low score most landlords, lenders, or providers will turn you down

when you apply for a loan. Credit files are often found in the computer systems

are maintained by credit bureaus. If your credit file indicates you are a low risk,

then you most likely will get a loan, apartment, credit card, or whatever you apply

for. 

Credit scores are a 'numerical' system that determines a person's credit rate and

score. Credit scores rate anywhere from '300 to 850'. Otherwise, the scores are

higher if a person has an outstanding credit rate. If you apply for a loan and the

lenders are unable to find your credit file you are often viewed as a mishap. This

means that you haven't established a credit history and no one can tell if you are

in good or bad risk. 

This is why it is important to establish credit at an early age. If  you apply for

department store cards,  credit  cards,  gas cards or other items that  offer  you

credit, then you are on your way to establishing a credit history and your file will

be on record. The problem with applying for credit cards or loans, or any type of

credit, is that when we start out our parents are often co-signers. This means if

we do not make payments our parents are obligated to repay the debts. 

The truth is that when we apply for a job, apply for an apartment, or take out an

insurance policy we are establishing credit. Your credit files are often stored in

TransUnion,  Equifax, and  Experian.  The law protects us to a degree when it

comes to credit repair. To understand all the legalities, as well as how our credit

file affects us is important to repairing our credit history. 
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Credit Bureaus are coordinated and monitored by the Federal Trade Commission

beneath the requirements of the Federal  Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) and

follow up with the State Laws.  If you have credit files with inconsistencies the

Fair Credit  Reporting Act protects you in the sense that it  requires the credit

bureaus to delete or make the information obsolete on your credit file. 

This  protects  you  if  you  are  a  victim  of  Identity  Theft  or  any  other  false

accusations made against you. The Credit Bureaus are required by the laws to

list accuracies on credit files by gathering the appropriate information against you

or on your behalf. 

The laws protect you in the sense that it regulates the credit bureaus by only

allowing them to list negative reports against you for a limited time. The laws also

regulate who can see your credit files. If you are applying for a loan, license,

public assistance, insurance, landlords, and courts can request your credit files

without your consent. 

However,  if  you  are  applying  for  a  job  under  certain  circumstances,  the

employers will need a written authorization form from you. Utilities are under the

law, and these providers cannot deny you services even if you have bad credit. 

As you can see, there is a wide range of services that can check your credit file.

The downside is each time your credit is checked points go on your files. The

more points added to your credit file affect your credit, so you want to be careful

and only apply for what you need. 

If you have bad credit and trying to repair your credit then you need to be sure to

request copies of your credit files, understand your score on your files, and if you

suspect you are a risk, it is best to apply for loans or credit cards after you have

cleared your credit report.
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Observing Your Credit File
(Return to Contents)

Repairing your credit takes observation on your part. We often get two types of

bills in the mail; Bills that are past due and those that are up to date. The fact is

ignoring your bills is only delaying, and it does not help repair your credit. 

If you have current bills and there are no overdue charges be sure to take care of

these bills first since by paying this will keep you out of the credit bureaus. It is

important that you have a stable financial situation to get out of debt. If your job

doesn't pay enough to make ends meet, you might want to find a job that pays

better wages. 

This can help you get out of debt faster. Once you get, your current bills taking

care of you next want to focus on your late bills. If you haven't reached the credit

bureau yet, take care of the bill immediately. Working closely with the law, I can

tell you that if you make even a small payment toward a bill, it can save you from

hitting the credit bureau. The fact is if you are making an effort to pay off a bill it

could keep you out of court. 

The most important step to repairing credit is staying up to date on your bills if at

all possible. If you feel that you can't make a payment, it is wise to make contact

with the creditor letting them know there will  be a delay in payment. Creditors

often prefer that you call them to negotiate a payment scheme and sometimes

creditors  will  even  lower  your  monthly  payments  or  even  your  bill.  The  best

solution then is observing and making an effort to repair your credit. 
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Most of us have house payments, car loans, credit  cards, and other types of

loans, including utilities. There are two types of debts that consume our money,

so to understand these debts is important to repair your credit. Secured debts are

any  debts  that  have  collateral  attached.  In  other  words,  your  Mortgage  is  a

secured loan that if you miss a payment, you might be living in the streets. Car

loans are a guaranteed way of getting back on your  feet again if  you miss a

couple of payments. 

Therefore, car loans are secured, and it is your responsibility to make payments.

Some Department Store Credit Cards are secured, in that they ask you to put up

collateral if you miss payments on the merchandise purchased. Unsecured debts

are utilities, rent, personal loans from family or friends, student loans, most major

credit cards, and so on. This means that it is more important to payoff secure

loans  vs.  unsecured  loans.  Secured  loans  again  are  house  payments,  car

payments and so on. 

You have more to lose by ignoring secured loans that what you have to loose

ignoring unsecured debts. If you have a Mortgage and feel that you can't make

ends meet, you might want to check into some of the options available from your

lenders. There might be a second home loan available that offers cash back or

other great commodities that can help you to get out of debt and repair your

credit. 

Don't wait until it is too late. If you see a bad outlook, but it isn't so out of hand

that you lost complete control,  get  up and take your  control  back.  There are

mortgages available that offer overpayments and underpayments. 

This means you can overpay one month on your loan and underpay on your loan

the following month. Some of the loans even offer a vacation pay. If you don't
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want to go on vacation, you can use the money to pay your mortgage. These

types of loans can often be paid sooner than other types of loans. 

If you have credit cards, it might be wise to apply for a credit card that allows you

to pay off other cards. There is always a solution to getting out of debt. Again, the

most important tool for getting out of debt is to keep close watch over your bills,

pay off any secure bill first, and work through each bill as you go.

Stop, Think and Listen
(Return to Contents)

One of the best tools for repairing credit is to stop, think, and listen. If you are in

debt,  you  need  to  stop  and  think  about  your  situation  and  stay  alert  to  the

activities on your credit report. 

We are going to examine disadvantages and advantages available to you as the

debtor. Let's take a look at what can happen when you have bad credit as well as

what you can do to protect yourself from the creditors and collection agencies. If

you are obligated to pay child support, college tuitions, income tax, the IRS can

take your money. This means each year that you miss payments are at default

the IRS will deduct your entire tax refund to repay the debt. 

The  IRS is obligated to contact you before deducting any fees from your  tax

refunds. If you miss payments on Insurance Policies and you have conditions

stipulated you may be at risk of losing your property on that policy. If you have

overdue  bills  on  utilities,  under  the  law,  (in  most  states)  the  utility  providers

cannot cut your  heat during particular months stated in the law regardless of

nonpayment. Most states are required to give you a written notice before they

can disconnect your service. 
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This will give you time to find the funds to pay for your utilities. Likewise, some

insurance policies will allow you a grace period for your insurance. Anytime you

are allowed time it is time to stop, think and listen. If you take the time to review

your bills and funds and come to the conclusion you do not have enough to pay

the  entire  amount  of  the  bill,  you  might  get  away  with  minimal  balance

temporarily. 

Paying  something  toward  your  bill  is  better  than  avoiding  your  obligations.

Another point you want to keep in mind is that when creditors write off debt, you

may be required to pay taxes on the bill. Once a creditor writes off debt, it is sent

to the IRS for review, and if they choose to do so, you will still pay that bill at the

end of the year. 

So the best bet is when you get the first letter in the mail asking you to pay your

bill is to write the lender or creditor and explain your situation politely and ask for

an extension on payments. The truth is most creditors that lend or extend you

credit hope that you are a returning customer and only suffering temporarily. 

If you can keep the creditors on your side, this is your best solution for avoiding

complications. Another suggestion is to send in minimal payments on current bills

that are overdue. Your next bill will be steep, but if you keep sending minimal

payments until you are caught up, your name will not go to a credit bureau. In

case creditors recommend that you send payment immediately to avoid hassles,

disregard the creditor.

The creditor is doing nothing more but adding more expense to your debt. If you

have a bill and have money to make, payment tell the creditor that you will send

the money through regular mail immediately. Do not waste money on services

that will charge you to send a bill. 
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If you contact the creditors and they simply deny you the opportunity to extend

your debt or ask for proof of your situation, it is time to make contact with a Debt

Counselor. The Debt Counselor will work on your behalf to resolve the issue. 

Do not argue or use foul language when you are addressing your debts since this

will only add more problems. If you have a bill, more than the time allowed for

pay it is important that you DO NOT contact the creditors or collection agencies. 

This is only letting the agencies know that  you realize you owe the debt.  By

acknowledging, the debt will open up new debt. Collection agencies and creditors

pose a threat to millions of people each day, so the key to solving the problem is

finding a solution to the problem. Stop, think and listen before you act.

Using Pre-paid To Builds Credit
(Return to Contents)

If you are having difficulty with your credit score and rating or having a hard time

getting a credit card you might want to consider a pre-paid card. Nowadays it is

virtually impossible to purchase anything without a credit card. Lenders today are

offering Pre-Paid Visa and Master Cards, which work like credit cards. 

The procedure works like put money into an account and then you can use the

cards as a regular credit card. No one will know the difference. Prepaid credit

cards can be purchased at many stores or online. The downside is you have to

pay a small fee when you open an account. 

You want to be careful with which card you choose since some are expensive.

After the account is open, you have to pay a small fee every time you make
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another deposit on your account. The upside about prepaid cards is that it can

help repair your credit. 

Another advantage is, if your credit is bad then the prepaid may be the only the

solution for repairing credit. The best solution is to continue paying your bills and

avoid spending money on items you do not need. 

Most people spend a fortune during a decade on various items all to sell them

later in a garage sale or else toss them in the garbage when they realize they did

not need it in the first place. It pays to consider all aspects of any decision made

to avoid complications. Bad credit is an obstacle, and to defeat the obstacle, you

have to take steps to resolve the issues. 

The Importance Of Credit Reports
(Return to Contents)

Don't let bad credit ruin your life. We all have difficulties, and sometimes we can't

avoid obstacles that get in our way.  It  is  important that you know your  credit

report  status  first  before  taking  steps  to  repair  your  credit.  Building  credit  is

important, but if you do not know the basics, it is almost impossible to get out of

debt. 

Sure, you get bills in the mail everyday that tell you what you owe. You might

even get annoying phone calls regularly to remind you of the mistakes made.

Having your credit report on hand can save despair since some charges against

individuals are mistakes. If you know what you owe, you are in the heading in the

right direction to repairing your credit. 

Credit  reports  can  be  obtained  at  any  of  the  three  credit  bureaus  including

Equifax, TransUnion, and Experian. Some people will tell you to apply for a loan
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so that you can get a copy of your report free. This is ludicrous since each time

you apply for a loan or credit card it goes against your score. 

Why not pay $60 now and save a fortune in the long run? 

The answer is, you don't need to. You can get your free annual credit report from

www.annualcreditreport.com which can be obtained once every 12 months. You

can  also  get  all  3  of  your  credit  reports  and  credit  scores  for  $1  from

www.privacyguard.com. 

Prepaid cards are a great start in the right direction for building your credit, but

for the most part, the cards offer nothing in the line of restoring ultimate credit

results. The prepaid cards are treated as credit cards in one way, but it slowly

builds or restores credit, so the process of credit repairing is only delayed yet

obtainable. 

There are other types of credit cards available that claim to help restore your

credit rating and score. Some of the card providers offer a lump sum of credit, but

you have to pay around $200 or $300 upfront. The disadvantage is that some of

these companies are fraudulent and work hard at taking your money, at the same

time providing you no results. 

Consumers such as Trust Benefit have taken money from consumers promising

them a repair solution on their credit report. Once the company takes the money,

they may or may not send you a credit card. Be careful! It pays to check with the

Better Business Bureau (BBB) before you apply for a credit card to make sure

the provider is not out to take you for a ride.
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Chapter 2 – Assumptions & Preventions
(Return to Contents)

When it comes to life, the majority are always assuming, and the most of them

assume the worst. Creditors, debtors or anyone today all base their theories on

assumptions and assumptions from the beginning of time have caused nothing

but failure. 

When people fail to pay their bills on time, many of the creditors assume that the

debtor  does  not  have  the  means  to  pay  the  debt.  Many  creditors  with  the

assumption that you are not capable of paying your  bills  will  often set up an

arrangement or else lower the amount so that you can repay the debt. 

This is a step to credit repair. However, it takes you to contact the creditors to let

them know your situation. If you have several bills on hand and all the bills are

pressing it makes sense to pay off the debt that benefits you the most. After this

bill  is  paid,  you  can  set  aside  an  amount  the  following  paycheck  to  pay off

another of the bills. Once you follow this strategy, it allows you to work your bills

down gradually thus repairing your credit. 

In case you don't have the funds to repay the entire bill at most pay the minimum

amount so that you can continue using the service. Most debtors assume they

are in debt and there is nothing they can do to resolve the problems that plague

their lives everyday. Creditors are always on their back, and their paychecks are

never enough to make ends meet. This is the process of giving up on life. When

we give up, it often leads to stress. The answer is often in front of them or comes

somewhere down the line. 

Sometimes we see Credit Counseling or Debt Consolidation advertisings; we will

think, “how can they help me.”  The fact is Debt Consolidation is only lead to

getting creditors off your back for a moment. Credit Counselors are more prone
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to  help  you  find  a  solution  to  repairing  your  credit.  Credit  Counselors  is  the

solution when you don't see a way out on your  own. The professionals work

closely with your creditors, you, and work toward a resolution. 

This is certainly a way to get creditors off your back, work out an agreement with

your debts, and reduce the stress level that comes along with financial burdens.

Some of the Credit Counseling Services offer a low fee for their services and

provide you with a financial managing solution. The services often offer help with

managing your money, as well as offering counseling to homeowners, students,

and so on. 

There are many solutions for debt relief, so the key then is not assuming the

worst.  Again  the  main  solution  is  paying  off  the  debts  that  are  considered

priorities. If you have secured loans, it is always wise to find a way to pay these

bills first. Unsecured loans pose a threat, but nothing compared to secured debts.

Some of the nonessential bills can include credit cards. 

Although you are responsible for this bill, however, the worst case that happens

with  credit  cards is that you lose out all  your  privileges.  Check your  terms &

agreements, since some credit cards may allow you to pay the interest on the

cards. This will give you the time you need to find a solution for paying off the

card. Some cards may even allow you to pay the minimum balance on the card

and allow you to keep the card in your possession. 

If you have credit cards, you might want to consider paying your bills, which will

give you time to repay the credit card. Pay the maximum amount on the credit

card before the bill comes in so that you have funds available to pay your bills the

following month in case you don't have the funds available. There is always a

solution, so never assume that you can't deal with any problem. 
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You might want to cut back on some of your spendings so that you will  have

extra cash when those bills come in also. Cutting back provides a solution for

gaining money and repairing your credit only.

Avoiding Bad Credit and Repair Credit Hassles
(Return to Contents)

Staying in contact with your payments each month can help you avoid bad credit.

If you research the marketplace before coming to a purchasing decision, you are

well on your way to avoiding bad credit and repair credit hassles. You want to

consider all applications, including credit cards, student loans, mortgages, and

car loans carefully to avoid being overcharged. 

Making  the  wise  decision  ahead  of  the  game  is  the  ultimate  solution  to

maintaining good credit. Most people when taking out a home mortgage loan are

not aware of the options available to them. Many will walk in the bank door, fill

out the application, and accept the terms & conditions when offered to them. 

If  you  ever  heard  the  many  reports  that  swept  the  pages  of  newspapers,

television  and  other  advertising  sources...families  and  individuals  are  filing

bankruptcy because they cannot afford their homes anymore. It is because these

people did not take the time to check the marketplace first and searching the

options available to them. As you can see, the millions reported are in debt and

searching for a way to repair their credit. 

The solution to avoiding bad credit and repair is to research, invest wisely, make

good decisions, and budget.  Being informed and educated is two of the best

tools  offered  to  us.  There  are  mortgage  loans  that  offer  overpayments  and

underpayments,  and  these  loans  include  vacation  packages  and  lump  sum

payments to the borrowers. 
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There are also other loans available that offer low mortgage monthly installments

and  low  interest  rates  with  insurance  policies  attached  that  will  pay  your

mortgage if you are sick, unemployed, in an accident and so on. 

On the other hand, there are mortgage loans that have high interest rates, high

mortgages,  and  balloon  payments  attached.  When  balloon  payments  are

attached to home mortgages it is almost guaranteed in a few years you will be

searching for a solution to repair your credit. There are very few home lenders

willing to tell you the truth about the variety of home loans available. Most of the

lenders are making money, and you are a source of income. 

It is important to scope the terms & agreements carefully as well as reading all

fine prints on any loan contract before you sign. If you want to avoid bad credit

and repair, stay on the right path. Loans are agreements that are made between

two parties and attached are interest rates and other fees. 

If you are applying for a home loan and want to avoid bad credit, it makes sense

to learn what are the fees included and how much they are. Anytime you take out

a mortgage loan there are upfront fees attached. In some cases, you can get a

home for little or no cost.  Searching the marketplace can save you time and

money. 

Some home loans offer an 'acceleration clause,' which covers you if you miss

mortgage payments. The lender will  apply the clause by allowing you leniency

providing you make payments the following month on time. This type of loan is

great for avoiding bad credit, foreclosures, and repossessions. The marketplace

is swarming with realtors and other sources that will  help you get a mortgage

loan affordable to you with benefits included.
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Car Loans: 

If you are applying for a car loan, it is also important to research the marketplace

carefully before agreeing to any terms & conditions. Make sure that you find the

best deals affordable to you. 

Credit Cards: 

Another word of advice is when applying for credit cards you want to stay away

from cards that have fees attached and high interest rates. Avoid credit  card

offers that have upfront fees; it offers a high line of credit. 

Student Loans:

You also need to consider student loans. You may be qualified for a student

grant  from  the  government.  This  is  the  first  place  you  want  to  start  before

committing yourself to a loan agreement.

Avoiding Complications for Home Owners
(Return to Contents)

Avoiding complications in credit repair is almost important as getting out of debt.

When we have bills that were neglected because we didn't have the money to

pay the bills, or we purchased items instead of paying the bills, we are in debt. 

In  case you  are considering a  Home Equity  Loan to  get  out  of  your  current

mortgage...DON"T.  Why?  Simply  because  most  Home Equity  Loans  get  you

deeper into debt and once you are obligated you will find out the problem is more

complicated  than  when  you  applied  for  the  loan.   Lenders  often  target

homeowners  with  financial  difficulties  offering  them  high  interest  rates  and

making them believe it is a solution for debt relief. 
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In most cases, this is where foreclosures come in, or selling homes come into

place. The solution is only an option to get you in debt deeper. One solution then

is for homeowners to consider the Reverse Mortgage Loans. This type of loan is

often as equity against your home, belongings, and so on. The loan offers a 'cash

advance' solution and requires that the owner does not pay the mortgage until

the end of the mortgage term or when the home is sold. 

Most lenders provide a lump sum advance, a line of credit, or else a monthly

installment to the homeowners. Some lenders even offer a combination to the

homeowners. It is indeed a good solution for repairing your credit and building

your credit to a new future. The downside is that Reverse Home Mortgage Loans

often are more suitable for the older generation of people that have built equity

over the years in their homes. 

Another disadvantage is that almost all  home loans require upfront payments,

such as title,  insurance, application fees,  origination fees, interest and so on.

Therefore, it pays to ask questions and shop around before taking out another

loan to repair or build your credit. 

Another option for paying off your debts and repairing your credit is to borrow the

money from family members or friends.  If  you have someone that  trusts you

enough to loan you the money to get out of debt, it is often better than getting a

loan. There are several options or questions you must consider before asking

family members or friends to loan you the money to build or repair your credit.

One of those questions should be obvious. 

Can these people afford to lend me the money to get out of debt? Are these

people kind enough to loan you money without putting high demands on you? Of

course,  there  may  be  interest  involved,  but  remember  they  are  loaning  you

money they could be spending on their bills. 
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Is  it  possible  that  you can repay the loan without  complicating your  situation

further? 

Can I repay the people that loan me the money to free myself of debt? 

How long do I have to repay the loan? 

Make sure there are no extra complications before asking friends or family for

money to help get you out of debt.  One of the best solutions for finding a way to

repair your credit is searching the options to make money yourself. If you have a

mortgage payment and struggling each month to make ends meet, you might

want to sell  your home. Many homeowners go for this option simply because

they make more money in the long run. 

Once they sell their home, they are often able to repay their mortgage loan and

then take out a loan for another mortgage more affordable. If you decide to sell

your home to repair your credit and get out of debt, be sure that you look around

for the best possible solutions to prevent further complications. 

Make sure you know how much is owed on your home before you set a price for

resell. If any repairs are minor or major, try to repair them first before selling. If

you can't afford to repair the home, try to do minimal repairs so that you can

increase the price of the home you are selling.

Avoiding Credit Declinations
(Return to Contents)

Sorry, you are declined...
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Have you ever heard this before when you went to apply for a loan or a credit

card? 

If you have, this means that your credit files have some negative reports and it is

time to clean up your act. Credit files are a report that contains your credit score

and history. Three major companies hold your files and allow others to view them

when you apply for a loan, credit report, job, apartment, and so on. 

Supposing that report or file has negative results, you will hear...sorry you are

declined. If you are declined, then it is time to get started to rebuild your life.

Credit  bureaus obtain their  information about you from all  creditors that  have

done business with you. In case you missed payments, ignored payments, or

simply overlooked payments, the reports are sent to  TransUnion,  Equifax and

Experian for review. 

Once the bureaus have found negligence against you,  your  credit  scores are

immediately dropped. The lower your score means that you have fewer chances

in life to get a loan, credit card, apartment, insurance, and so on. The higher your

score means that you have opportunities to buy a new car, get a home mortgage

loan or a major credit card from any source practically. The outlook for bad credit

ratings  then  is  something  we  want  to  reconstruct  rather  than  ignore  since  it

means  our  respect  is  in  jeopardy.  Many  people  around  the  world  are  filing

bankruptcy, consulting with debt management programs, counselors, and other

resources to find a solution to get out of debt. 

The fact is these people are adding problems to their lives. When you apply for

bankruptcy,  this stays  on your  credit  file for  10 years  and in some instances

fifteen years. If you consult with debt management agencies or the wrong debt

management counselors, you are only adding expenses rather than deducting
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bills. The law provides us a degree of protection, but the entire outlook is that

when we have bad credit, we are walking on pins and needles for the rest of our

lives unless we clean up our act. 

Bad  credit  can  lead  to  judgments  against  us,  lawsuits,  foreclosures,

repossessions and so on. When we have bad credit, we are subject to become

homeless, broke, and hungry. The key then to success is to find a solution that

works best for us. Supposing you are working or even on Welfare or Disability it

is possible to reestablish your credit. The first thing you have to do is make sure

your  living  arrangements,  vehicle,  living  necessities  and  so  on  are  by  your

income. 

In a situation where you are spending more than you are making the chances of

you getting out of debt will  decrease. On the other hand, if  you monitor your

income, you may find a solution to get out of debt. You might also want to look

into part-time jobs if you are on Welfare of on Disability. So much money could

be made from these sources each month.

You will still receive your checks with a little less income, but for the most part, it

is a step in the right direction since you will be getting back on your own two feet.

Also, if you are working and making less than what you are worth you might want

to find a higher paying job that could benefit your future. There are many options

available for building your credit. 

If you have a vehicle that is costing you more than you make, you might want to

consider  selling  the  vehicle  and  purchasing  a  used  car.  Used  cars  when

maintenance  is  often  kept  last  and  are  less  expensive  than  newer  vehicles.

Supposing you are paying more than you make on Mortgage, you might want to

consider selling your home, paying off your debts and work toward restoring your

life. 
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To avoid declines, you should find a solution to repair your credit.  Relying on

others  has proven  in  most  cases  to  be  nothing  more  than a  waste  of  time.

Therefore, the solution is finding what works for you.

Avoiding Payday Loans
(Return to Contents)

If you are trying to make ends meet and have past due bills, piling up the last

resource is taking out a payday loan to pay your dues. There are many sources

available today that offer payday advances. The loans are issued after you show

proof of banking account, Social Security, Driver License and Pay stub proofs.

This information is used against you; often the lenders will deduct money from

your accounts including interest, and principals that apply to each loan you take

out. 

In case you are applying for a payday loan online...Beware...Some of the sources

are not even institutes that specialize in payday loans. When you are trying to

repair  your  credit,  the  last  thing  you  need to  do  is  spend money that  is  not

necessary. 

When you borrow money from payday loaners, your personal information may

not be private. Since many of the lenders are outside of the United States and

are out of government regulations, your information just might fall into anyone's

hands. It puts your credit at great risk. Payday loans offer you a loan against your

paycheck, but the downside is you will be paying high fees for getting the loan. 

Therefore, you are wasting money and taking a chance on your identity. If you

are searching for help to repair your credit, it might be wise to search the market

for legal resources that will help you restore your credit at little or no cost to you.
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There are Debt Counselors available that assist people with credit repair, but the

best source is you. You might be wise to check out government options that are

available to people with bad credit. 

Many services are available to help you to repair your life. The best solution is

keeping  up  to  date  on  your  bills  if  possible  or  minimizing  your  monthly

installments by opting for credit cards that have no fees attached and low interest

rates.  Supposing  you  have  a  credit  card  or  applying  for  a  credit  card  avoid

charging items to your cards unless it is necessary.

You might want to apply for a different credit card if your card has high interest

rates and discontinue your old card once you receive your new card. In case you

suspect that someone has access to your card be sure to contact your provider

immediately  to  report  the  card  lost  or  stolen.  Be  sure  to  only  provide  your

personal information to those you trust. Never give information about you freely.

If you are considering a loan to pay off your debts, check the market first before

applying, since the more applications you fill out applies to your credit report. You

might want to cut back on your utilities also to save funds that can be applied to

your bills. 

One way to cut back on electricity is by keeping all your plugs out of the socket if

you  are  not  using  the  appliance.  When you  have  appliances  or  other  items

plugged into the outlets, and nothing is used, it uses electricity. You may also

want to cut back on gas mileage. Estimate your travel to work, stores, meetings,

et cetera, and deduct any travel that leads nowhere. 

You  might  even  want  to  consider  reducing  your  weekly  grocery  bill.  Using

coupons or buying items on sale is a sure way to put money in your pocket.

Another  helpful  tip  in  saving  money  is  to  cut  back  on  your  entertainment

expenses until your bills are paid in full. 
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Now if you want to make money you might consider selling items that are not

needed in your home. Be sure to sell items of value to raise funds to repair your

credit. You might want to consider checking around the marketplace for lower

insurance coverage on your home, car, or Life policies. Anytime you make an

effort to reduce charges each month is an effort to getting on the road to repair. 

Again, payday loans are not the answer and only cause more problems. If you

are  trying  to  get  out  of  debt,  'resources'  are  the  answer.  Knowing  the  right

resources takes time and effort on your part, but there is a solution for repairing

credit.

Interruptions In Bad Credit
(Return to Contents)

Building your credit after repeated interruptions is a constant headache we all

want to avoid. Many sources will take full advantage of you when the opportunity

arises. If you feel bad simply because you can't meet your bills expectations at

the moment they arrive, then you are not alone. 

The fact is, even the best of us are struggling to meet some expectation that the

system  has  placed  on  us.  We  calculate  weekly  the  amount  we  spend  on

groceries,  which  are  constantly  increasing,  as  well  as  other  bills  that  are

constantly on the rise. At times, It seems it is a no win situation, but the fact is

there is always a solution to most problems.

We provide you with dispute letters to get rid of your bankruptcies. If you do not

see a way out, then you may want to go this route. In most cases, you can do a

Pro Bono Bankruptcy, which means you will represent yourself in the courtroom.

I just want to let you know that if you file a Chapter 7 Bankruptcy, you will have
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monthly installments to make, but if  you file Chapter 13 Bankruptcy,  then the

courts wipe out all your debts. 

The problem is that bankruptcies remain on credit files for up to ten years or

longer. In case you can avoid bankruptcy, do so.However, it is not the end of the

world if you do. I know people personally that filed bankruptcy and was able to

get loans for mortgage, cars and so on. If you know what you are, doing you can

do  anything  no  matter  how bad  your  situation  is.  Avoid  Debt  Consolidation,

simply because it is means you will be paying fees and costs to others to get out

of  debt,  which  only  adds  up  the  bills.  You  might  want  to  consider  a  Debt

Counselor from a respected organization.  

It makes sense to check out any business first before spending money or asking

for services. The BBB offers free information on organizations, businesses, and

corporations. Once you have investigated the service, then you will know if the

people are trying to help you. Any service that tells you they can get you out of

debt in no time at all is pulling your leg. The fact is even when you pay your bills

your credit will  continue to list all  the bad debts; it will  only say after the debt

listed...Resolved. 

Finally, message while I am thinking about it. It is important to get copies of your

credit  reports  from  TransUnion,  Equifax,  and  Experian.  You  can  find  any

information  you  need  online.  Knowing  your  status  in  life  is  the  beginning  of

repairing bad credit.

Using Bartering System To Restore Your Credit
(Return to Contents)
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Restoring  Credit  is  Essential  for  surviving  in  today's  time.  Today’s  barter  is

moving back to the system as many people including business owners find it to

be a solution for getting out debt or expanding their company. This might sound

crazy, but if you think about it, you can find a way to make money. 

Barter means to exchange goods or services for equal value. However, in some

cases, you can find people willing to exchange goods or services for less value.

Bartering could even mean changing products or items for money. For example,

if you have a bunch of Video games or a game system and in debt, it might be

wise to sell  your game system and games, or trade it  for something of more

value to resell. 

Some people out there want something that you have but can't afford it and are

willing to exchange items for what they are wanting. Supposing you can get a

better deal to raise money how much easier can it get? If you have a lot of items

in  your  home,  you  can  also  sell  your  items  on  EBay,  including  the  barter

exchanges that you obtained. Reselling items to raise money to repair your credit

might be the only solution available at times. Once you get into bartering and

reselling, you might find it an interesting source for making money and start your

own business. 

The stars are at your limit. Be sure that you don't invest money in items that are

not  going  to  produce  revenue.  You  could  also  raise  money  to  repair  your

business if  you have access to  the Internet and can write.  If  you have good

English skills, it is possible to generate a small amount of income to make ends

meet. Don't think that this is an alternative to working, rather keep your job and

do your writing on the sidelines. 
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Most of the buyers on the market pay very little for articles, but in some cases,

you can make a lump sum that can pay off your bills. When you are trying to

restore your credit, it takes effort on your part. It also takes thinking since we

often have to search for a solution to find a way out of debt. 

There are many ways to generate money to repay bills. One way to generate

money is to cut back on expenses. It is not as good as finding a barter system or

selling  system that  will  generate  more  income,  but  hey it  works.  One of  the

bartering systems that stuck out in my mind is when a woman told me about

exchanging stickers, stationery, and other similar items. 

The woman was able to generate a small amount of income, at the same time

exchanging her ideas over the Internet. If you can connect to the Internet, you

might want to search to find out which services are available that can offer you a

source of income that can get you on your feet. 

Another solution is maybe trading your  car for a more expensive vehicle and

resell the car to pay off your creditors...This can happen to anyone believe it or

not,  but  there  are  people  out  there  that  want  something  new  and  willing  to

downgrade to get the change. The world is filled with people of all  sorts, and

sometimes we can get really good deals that can benefit us. 

Regardless of your situation, there is always a solution to survive and get out of

debt. It makes no sense to rely on services and business that will only take your

money when there are options that can put you right into business while repairing

your credit at the same time. Barter credit repair makes no sense until you come

up with the solution for making money on your exchanges and using the money

to repay your debts.
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Bills are due, and Credit Repair is in Place
(Return to Contents)

The bills are due, and credit repair is in place. It happens too many times with

many individuals and families, so don't get discouraged there is hope. We can

calculate our bills by factoring in utilities, telephone, credit cards, mortgage, rent,

lease, purchases, and so on. Each of us needs a vehicle to get to work, so this is

obviously an important item that we need. Vehicles are used or new. 

So you need to ask if you need a new car or a used car. If you already have car

payments is there a solution for lowering your  monthly payments? Telephone

and  utility  bills  can  often  wait  a  while  longer  before  the  services  are

disconnected, so if you have a late car payment, it might be wise to take care of

this loan first. This will give you time to find a solution for making payments on

your phone and utilities. You might even want to check into some of the savings

that utilities and phone companies offer. 

Savings such as Senior Citizen Discounts, or low-income family discounts are

often available by many of the providers.  Try to keep minimal services on your

phone to avoid overpaying a phone bill. If the service providers offer a lower rate

on  packages,  it  might  be  wiser  to  go  this  route,  instead  of  adding  features

separately.  Supposing your funds are low and you are not making enough to

make ends meet, there are organizations available that help low-income families

make ends meet. 

The Social Services offer help to families with low-income and often will help pay

utility bills. There is help available you just have to be willing to ask for the help. If

you are confined to a high car payment and see that you can't make ends meet,

you might want to sell the vehicle to pay off your loan. Try to resell the car for a

higher price than what is owed to make a little extra cash. Lenders sometimes
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offer an extension on car payments, so you do have the option of calling your

lender and asking for help. 

Some lenders will even offer a new payment agreement to reduce your monthly

installments. When you see that you are having difficulty with paying what you

owe, it is always wise to come up with the best possible solution. Researching

the market is a great source for finding a solution to repairing credit. The key is

being careful and smart when you find that source. 

Never assume that any company that claims to lower your bills and helps repair

your credit works. It is easier to get in debt than it is to get out of debt, so when

you make any purchases or sign your name to a debt make sure that you can

meet the expectations placed on you. We all go through situations that make

times difficult at some point; however, there is always a way to get out. Loans

that require collateral  upfront are often some of the loans that are difficult  to

escape. For example, if you apply for a loan and put your car up as collateral, the

company will probably repossess your vehicle if you continue missing payments. 

On the other hand if you purchase a refrigerator on credit the lender most likely

will not confiscate your item; however, the lender will most likely take you to court

for payment. This only adds problem to problem, so if you can avoid loans with

collateral, by all means, do so. If your credit isn't so bad that you can't take out

another loan to repay your current debts, this is another solution to repairing your

credit. 

For example, you owe $7000 and take out a loan for $10,000. If you repay your

debts, you have $3000 remaining which you can use to pay down the current

loan. It will help you repair your credit and build your credit ratings. Make sure

you find a lender that will offer low interest rates and low monthly installments so
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that you can make ends meet. In case you can get the loan don't hesitate to

repay all your debts rather than spending the money on other items.
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Chapter 3 – Credit Building Ideas and Strategies
(Return to Contents)

Supposing you have delinquent credit and you are married, you might want to

build your credit in your name instead of using your spouse. Somebody has to

have  stability.  Also  if  you  are  divorced,  and  all  the  credit  cards  of  credit

information are in your spouse's name, you will need to re-establish your credit in

your name. Getting your credit re-established is the first step to repairing your

credit. 

When you obtain your credit report, you will see that your spouse's name is listed

on the credit reports. This is because together you and your spouse applied for

credit  cards,  took  out  car  loans  or  what  have  you.  It  means  that  you  are

responsible  for  your  spouse's  account.  The  advantage  is  that  credit  bureaus

cannot list the negative accounts against you if you are divorced. Once you have

copies of your credit report, you will then need to cancel all joint accounts. If you

contact the creditors to resolve the issues on your credit report is sure to ask the

creditors to take into consideration your spouse's credit history. 

It is important to bring to light your spouse's credit history when applying for a

loan. Let the lenders know that you are now divorced and starting your credit line.

If you apply for credit cards, be sure the cards are in your name and use them

wisely since this helps to rebuild your credit quicker than most sources. Make

sure that you pay minimum balance on the credit card accounts each month to

avoid delinquencies. If at all possible when you see that your funds are low; pay

your bills rather than purchasing on your credit card. 

Be sure to make a payment on your credit card once your bills are paid. This

method not only keeps you out of trouble with other creditors but offers a solution

for repairing your credit. If you can afford to pay your bills each month and use
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your  credit  card  be  sure  to  purchase  only  items you  need and keep  it  to  a

minimal. If at all possible payoff your credit card balances each month to avoid

interest. 

Interest rates cost additional hundreds of dollars in the long run, so paying off

your dues on time can save you money. Supposing you don't have credit cards

and decide to choose a card is honest on your application and look for the best

interest rates available. If you are in debt, it is wise to pay off your dues before

applying for a credit card, unless you intend to use the card to get out of debt. In

case you plan to use the card to get out of debt search for the best interest rates,

as well as cards that offer cash back on your spending. 

There are tips for managing credit cards to repair credit. It is important that you

are consistent with the use of your name. For example, if your name is Robert

Leon Swisher  Jr.,  always  sign your  name accordingly.  Do not  use your  card

dishonestly for advantages. Few people believe that lying can get them out of a

problem.  The  truth  lying  gets  you  in  deeper.  In  case  you  are  filling  out  an

application for credit cards, tell the truth. 

It  is  important  that  you  understand the  timeframe to  apply  for  a  credit  card.

Assuming you are out of work, lived at your resident for less than a year or you

have negatives on your credit report, this is not a good time to apply for a credit

card. If you are stable, it is always wise to apply with lenders where you have

done business with  them at  a  later  time.  Building your  credit  after  divorce is

difficult at times. 

However, it is not an impossible task. It is important that you are aware that most

credit card solicitations are gimmicks that only offer you a solution for hanging

yourself. Instead of getting out a rope, it is wise to stay alert and investigate any

credit card offer made available to you. 
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Finally, you want to avoid low introductory rates on credit cards since after about

six months the interest rates often hit the roof.

Caution You Need To Observe When Building Your 
Credit
(Return to Contents)

Building credit can be a fascinating thing.  Avenues of great opportunities are

available if you do it right. It is essential to avoid scammers that claim to offer you

a debt solution in little or no time at all. Many scammers on the market today are

taking advantage of people in disarray. 

Do not become the next sucker!!!

Any company that  does not  advise  you  of  your  rights  or  else lets  you  know

upfront before continuing that most of your credit issues can be dealt with on

your own is probably a fraud. Under the Federal Laws, many of the companies

are  prohibited  in  many  areas,  and  often  a  lot  of  them  work  out  illegal

arrangements just to get ahead. We will not only tell you that you can repair your

credit, but we also show you exactly how to do it effectively. 

It is important that you be cautious with your credit choices.  Take each step very

slowly and consider all of your options before making a final decision.  When you

have several creditors making offers, it can be very difficult to decide on which

one to deal with.  
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Follow these simple guidelines when deciding on and dealing with a creditor:

Q1. What interest rate are they offering?

Answer: The interest rate on your credit account plays a serious role in your

ability to keep up with your payments.  If possible, always make full payment.

Keep in mind that making full payment may not always be possible. This is why

you need to consider carefully the interest rate that you agree to.

The interest rate will apply to all minimum payments.  An example is below:

Balance owed on account: $350.00

Interest Rate : 5.7% (.057)

Minimum Payment : $19.95

Think about this, $19.95 only pays for the interest that is going to be added to the

balance owed.  You may think that you can subtract $19.95 from the $350.00

owed, however, do not forget to add the .057 to the balance.  At this rate, your

balance owed will go down very slowly and continue to accumulate interest on a

monthly basis.

Q2. Make your payments on time.

Answer: Do not make payments before 30 days of the last payment and do not

make a payment after 45 days of your last payment.  Payments received after 45

days are considered late and payments made before 30 days also get a bad

review by creditors.

Q3. Do not apply for credit more than 3 times a year.
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Answer: If you do, you can easily be denied credit because those actions are

perceived as shopping for credit.  Supposing you are suspected of shopping for

credit, your creditors will deny you.  You can keep track of how many times you

have applied for credit and with who by looking at your credit report.  Your credit

report shows all the people have inquired into your report for the last 2 years.

After 2 years, the listing drops off your report.  Once you begin paying a creditor,

take it  slow.  You are going to get  many offers for credit,  and it  is  extremely

tempting to take them all up on their offers.

Q4. Keep all of your receipts and contracts

Answer: Keep all  of  your  receipts  for  payments  made to any creditor.   Yes,

creditors have been known to misplace a payment received, let's hope it  isn't

yours.   Rest  assured if  it  is,  providing  you  kept  your  receipts.   Saving  your

contract with any creditor is highly advised.  If a dispute should arise, the creditor

will be sure to throw in comments concerning your agreement and signature on

the contract.

The most important thing to do about your credit is taken pride, protect, respect

and  especially  enjoy  it.   Having  good  credit  is  a  luxury  and  can  widen  the

horizons of possibility for you and your future providing your pursue your credit

with caution.

Building Credit and Stopping Creditors

(Return to Contents)

Building your credit is a sure-fire solution for stopping creditors and collection

agencies from nagging you every day. In case you are attempting to reestablish

your status in life, you must realize there is a bumpy road ahead. Creditors are

people you owe, and if you do not pay, the creditors will go lengths to get their

money. 
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Regardless of the laws and regulations stipulated on credit bureaus, creditors,

collection agencies, and other sources that collect debt, many will break all the

laws, simply because they want  their money.  Money has been the root of all

humankind evil, and when it comes to money, everybody wants some. The best

solution to stopping creditors and collection agencies ahead of the game is to

pay  those  bills  on  time.  In  case  you  have  utilities,  insurance  policies,  car

payments, mortgages, credit cards, and other debts you might want to lay out a

budget plan that you can meet each month. 

Combining all your payments will help you see where dangers lurk. If you see,

any potential risks ahead make sure to find a solution ahead of the game to avoid

creditors and collection agency hassles. No one likes it when people nag us, but

when we owe money, you can bet your last dollar nagging is in the making. Do

not bite off more than you can chew. If you see that, you are in debt deeper than

you thought, do not go out to the department stores and shop until you drop. 

This will only make matters worse, and you are risking your home, car, and other

assets in the process. If you see that you are in over your head or potential risks

could develop,  you might want  to get ahead by selling a few valuable items.

When you are paid for, the items make sure you apply the funds to your bills or

else open a savings account that will benefit you and your money. Savings that

offer no start up fees or interest on your money is the best solution for saving

cash. Supposing you get money back or interest on your money in the bank, how

much better, you are making money. 

Money is what makes the world go around, so if you can make money, you will

have a solution for building your credit. The last thing you want is escalating to a

debt you can get out of and having creditors call you daily. After creditors calls,

then you will get calls from collection agencies. After the two are done torturing
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you mentally,  you will  have to deal with lawyers, judges, and other potentially

threatening personnel. 

I point this out because many people do not realize the severity of ignoring their

bills. Supposing you have a good credit standing currently, it is wise to get copies

of your credit reports from the three B's. Keeping your file on hand and current

can help you to monitor your credit scores. In case you notice any activity on

your report that is against you and you did not agree to the debt, it is important to

contact the credit bureaus immediately. Your credit is in all aspects of the word

your  life.  Supposing you have bad credit,  you can be turned down for a job,

denied a rental, or turned down when you apply for any line of credit. If you have

bad credit, you might as well blackball today. 

There is hope however if you have bad credit. Government agencies and private

institutes are teaming up to help those of us with bad credit. The impossible has

happened, because now even if your credit is bad, you can get a loan, a home,

car, or even a credit card. Pre-paid cards are available to those with bad credit.

Pre-paid cards are the same in contrast as major credit cards, only you apply

money to the account, paying a low fee and then you can use the card. 

The world is starting to recognize the struggles that happen every day for many

families and individuals, the best solution however  for stopping creditors is to

build your credit by paying those bills. Never give up hope!

Building Credit History
(Return to Contents)
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Building your credit history is important in today's time, especially since the laws

are changing. We are moving into a system that is making it difficult for us to get

ahead  unless  we  have  excellent,  or  at  most  good  credit  history.  Credit  is

important to rent, obtain student loans, and apply for loans or credit cards, as

well as getting jobs. 

Nowadays if you do not have a major credit card, it is nearly impossible to make

purchases in some areas. Bad credit only leads to frustration and headaches we

want to avoid. Supposing you have bad scores on your credit report,  it takes

seven long years before the credit is cleared and ten years for bankruptcies to be

removed from your files. 

Therefore, if you want to save yourself some headaches, it is time to get started

building your credit history. To build credit, you have to keep constant watch of

the activities on your credit report. To obtain copies of your credit report, you can

get them for free at www.annualcreditreport.com. 

In case you do not have a credit history, it is time to get started. Building credit is

essential for your future survival. In case you do not have a credit history, you

might want to start by applying for a personal loan or else a credit card. If you are

turned down, ask a family member or friend to co-sign with you to get the loan or

credit card.

Make sure your family member or friend has established credit, and their history

is  not  delinquent.  Once you get  the card or  loan,  make sure you meet each

month's installments. If you miss any payments, the co-signers are responsible

for picking up the tab. Do not make enemies pay your dues on time. After about

six months of using your credit card or paying the loan, you will have notoriety

and able to apply for credit cards or loans in your name. 
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It is important that you continue working and remain in a home. Lenders often

question stability and supposing you are moving around from home to home or

switching jobs, the lenders are less likely to lend you money or credit. After about

one year, you will have built your credit if you continue this procedure and can

then apply for a home mortgage loan or car loan. It depends on your income and

age when bank lenders investigate your case to determine if you qualify for a

loan. Therefore, assuming you are in your forties and just getting started building

credit, your applications will take longer for consideration. Getting started early is

the trick to building a stable credit history. 

Now if you have a credit history already you want to maintain payments to avoid

complications. Once you establish a bad credit history, it is harder to get back on

your feet again. The best solution for maintaining, building, or else reestablishing

credit history is to keep a close monitoring system on your financial tabs. If you

are  working  everyday  and  your  base  income per  week  is  around  $300  it  is

important that you find a budgeting system that works with your pay. 

Do not take more than you need. Supposing you have a base income of $300

keeping up your spending below that base, pay to build credit, maintain credit or

else repair your credit history.

Remember, credit history is important to your future, and nowadays everyone

judges you by your credit.

Building Credit Ideas:

There  are  several  ways  that  we  can  build  credit.  In  case  you  are  tired  of

collectors hounding you or frustrated that no one will loan you money because

you  never  had  credit,  it  is  time  to  learn  how to  build  your  credit.  First,  and

foremost never purchase items you do not need. If you 'want,'  do not let your
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wants wear you down and get you deeper into debt. Assuming you are searching

to build credit and have no history at all, make sure you have your priorities in

order. 

Bad Credit Building Credit 
(Return to Contents)

In case you have bad credit,  our DIY Credit  Healing Packets which you can

obtain from https://www.credithealing.org will get your derogatory items deleted

from your credit report. Any documents that pertain to your credit history should

be stored in a safe area. If you send letters to your creditors keep a copy of each

letter sent and store it in a safe area. If  you notice any errors in your bills or

credit,  reports  make  sure  that  you  contact  the  appropriate  professionals  and

dispute the charges immediately. Supposing you have credit cards and used the

card to purchase an item or use a service, and this person sold you a defected

item or provided bad service, you DO NOT have to make a payment toward the

charges. 

You do however have to dispute the charges with the services or stores that sold

you the product or service. If the sources refuse to give you an item usable or

else reimburse you for a service or product, you have the right to deny payment. 

Once you have disputed the charges with the sources, you will then contact your

card provider and let them know what occurred. If you are lucky enough to have

a credit  card  with  bad credit,  use  it  to  repay your  debts  and  then  meet  the

monthly installments on the credit card each month. Ironically, you are getting out

of debt while going into debt deeper. It is a solution when all else false. 
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In other words, if you use the card to pay your debts each month and then pay off

your  credit  cards the following month, then turnaround and use it  to pay that

month’s bills...

Now you see where I am going. Credit cards have interest rates so the bills each

month on the card will increase. 

No, Credit...No Problem

I do not need a credit line or card; I pay all my bills each month with money. Is

this you? 

Well then, you have the obvious answer, but what if...

In today's world, we are moving into an era that requires us to have at least one

major credit card. When you phone any business where you have debts, they will

first ask you to pay with a credit card. If you apply for a job, apartment, mortgage,

car loan, or any other credit line you most likely will get a rejection notice in the

mail. 

Most lenders will not give credit to anyone that has no credit history. The reason

is that we are expected to establish a credit line when we are teens, and if we do

not, the lenders are often suspicious. The lenders do not have an idea and can

only base their judgments of you on assumptions. 

Can I assume this person will make monthly payments on time? 

Has this person taken for granted a loan from a friend or family member in the

past and there are no records available for me to see if it is true? 
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There are many reasons that lenders will refuse you a loan if you do not have a

credit history. The best solution is starting up a line of credit now, pay off your

dues on time and avoid making purchases on items you do not need. Staying out

of debt means regulating your money each month and paying your bills on time.

Building Credit in Despair
(Return to Contents)

Building credit  can lead to  despair  if  you  do not  know where  to  get  started.

Creditors come in all forms, and some of them are out to take you on a road, so

this alone makes the struggle increase. If you have bad credit or no credit, then

you will know how difficult it is to get ahead. Sometimes it may seem the more

you try,  the harder it  gets.  In fact,  this is sometimes true simply because too

many people lack knowledge when it comes to building or repairing credit. 

Many people will take the wrong path when they are trying to build or repair their

credit, and this often leads to a bigger struggle. In case you are in search of a

solution to repair or build, your credit the first thing you will need to do is get in

contact with reality. The fact is if you have no credit or bad credit the world is on

your shoulders and it will take you to get them rascals off your back. 

Credit is essential nowadays, and nearly every business asks for a major credit

card. If you do not have, credit established or else your credit is bad then you are

in trouble when they say, "all we accept are major credit cards." The world has

gone mad. Instead of giving you a job when your credit is bad to help you get

back on your feet again, they will often turn you down. This is insane, but it is the

way the world operates. When you apply for a loan to get out of debt, you will

also get turned down in most cases. 
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The lenders figure since you did not pay your first debts you probably will not pay

your  new debts.  Lenders  rarely  take  into  consideration  that  your  situation  is

temporary and could change at  any time.  When you do not  have credit,  few

lenders do not assume that best possible option;rather they assume that you are

a mishap in life. There are a few exceptions, but for the most part, lenders look

down on your when you have no credit at all or your credit is bad. 

If your credit is bad, you might want to get started paying your bills right away to

repair your credit and get out of despair. Supposing you do not have credit, it is

time to start building for a better future as soon as possible. Instead of taking out

a loan or else applying for a credit card on your own, you might want to take a

trustworthy friend or family member. 

Taking a friend or family member with you will come in handy when the lenders

say, "do you have a co-signer." After you are approved for a loan or credit card,

make sure that you pay your bills on time to avoid defaults on your credit files as

well as avoiding enemies. If you miss payments, the friend or family member that

co-signed your contract is obligated to pay your dues. This all sounds crazy if you

think about it. People everyday are filing bankruptcy, suffering debt issues, and

so on, yet the system requires us to establish credit at an early age in life to stay

up with the Smith and Jones. 

The system is  set  up to get you one-way or the other.  Therefore,  if  you are

building credit for the first time makes sure that you do not overdo yourself. If you

are purchasing a car, make sure you know what you are getting into to avoid

future debt issues. Supposing you are purchasing a car, consider a car that is

inexpensive and economical to avoid overpaying for a fancy car that will only last

for a short time. 
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None of us really needs a Mercedes Benz, but some of us can afford it. If you

can afford a Mercedes and know that your future is prosperous by all means,

apply for the loan. On the other hand, if you see that your future is shaky and you

do not have the funds to support an outrageous lifestyle, then go for the Bug it is

cheaper, and it will save you despair in your future.
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Building Credit and Preventing Repair
(Return to Contents)

If you want to prevent credit repair procedures, you need to keep your payments

up to date. Financial emergencies may come up, so it is important that you meet

minimal  payments  on  time.  In  case  you  have  utilities,  house  payment,  car

payment, or other dues try to knock them out to avoid complications. Supposing

you are in debt over your head and have very little income and assets it might be

wise to do nothing, Sounds insane, but the reality is when you are taking to court

most of the collectors won't be able to collect a dime. 

This procedure is called 'judgment proof.' If you elect this procedure, you won't

go to jail. There are advantages by acting on the 'judgment proof,' such as the

Federal Laws protect you against creditors coming to your home and confiscating

your belongings. The downside is you are not resolving anything, and in the long

run, you won't get credit. 

On the other hand, suppose you want to face your credit problems, you can take

several steps to build your credit. In case you have an attitude "it doesn't matter

how much I owe, I am in debt and can't get out." Then you probably should take

the 'judgment proof' method. However, if you have an attitude "How much do I

owe so I can work to resolve." Then you are on the road to rebuilding your credit.

Start by overviewing the current bills that you have received. 

You can also call the companies that sent you the bill to find out how much you

owe. Once you have totaled your bills, and find an amount that you can pay each

month  for  all  the  bills  owed.  Also,  get  reports  of  your  credit  report  from

TransUnion,  Equifax, and  Experian. However unless you have recently applied

for a loan and was turned down, you won't get these reports free unless you get

your free annual credit report. Go online to check out the various sources that
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offer  credit  reports,  and some places enable  you  to  get  all  three  reports  for

around $25. This is wise since the more you apply for loans or any source of

credit,  the  more  it  goes  against  your  credit  score.  The  credit  score  is  more

important than the rating. 

When it comes to dealing with credit repair or credit building, we have several

options  available.  If  you  are  in  debt  for  more  than  $10,000  and  your  future

doesn't look promising, you can always file bankruptcy. Be alert that bankruptcy

doesn't necessarily mean that you are out of debt;rather it means that the courts

will decide on a monthly fee that you can afford to repay your debts. 

Some debts are dropped in bankruptcies, depending on your lawyer and what

he/she can do for you. You could also apply for a consolidation loan, which is a

little better than bankruptcy in the sense you promise to the lenders that you will

pay a certain amount each month until the debts are paid in full. It pays to shop

around if you are going this route since some lenders charges fees to get you out

of debt, as well as some lenders do not work hard to get you affordable monthly

installments for repayments. 

The last thing you need is to be paying more than you can afford each month.

Assuming you have assets, such as a house or car, you might want to sell to

raise money to get out of debt. It almost always works out in your best interest. If

you can't afford payments in the first place, you have nothing to lose. Once you

sell your item, then you can pay off any other debts you may have and work

toward building your credit. 

The more effort you make in building your credit, the more opportunities you will

have of reestablishing your credit rating and score. In case you are struggling to

get out of debt be sure to set up a budget for yourself so that you are not going in
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deeper. When you are in debt small sacrifices or even big sacrifices needs to

happen to repair and rebuild your credit score and ratings.

Credit Building Strategies
(Return to Contents)

IF you are attempting to build your credit, there are many strategies we can look

at to help you get started. If you have no credit, bad credit or good credit, building

credit is important since regardless of your situation, you do not want to go down.

Strategies for Building Credit: 

Supposing you do not have any credit at all, you will need to start somewhere.

One strategy for building credit is to apply for a credit card or a personal loan and

ask your family members or friends to co-sign the application. Once you have

opened an account,  make sure you meet all  monthly obligations, since if  you

miss any payments at all your co-signer is responsible. In case you do not have a

credit history, you might want to opt for credit cards issued by gas stations, or

else open an account with a department store. 

These cards are relatively easy to get hold of, and it helps you to build credit.

After you established some line of credit, make your payments faithfully and after

about six months you will be entitled to more credit. It is not recommended, but if

you have a personal loan and still paying after six months, you might want to take

out a loan to repay this loan and start payment on the other loan. I recommend

this since it can free the co-signer from responsibility. Never take out more than

you  need when applying  for  a  loan and always  check the interest  rates and

upfront fees to avoid overpaying. 
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Bad Credit Strategy: 

If you have bad credit and want to restore or build your credit, you must first start

by sending for copies of your credit reports. The reports are free once per year

and  can  be  obtained  by  TransUnion,  Equifax and  Experian.  After  you  have

reviewed your reports make sure no activities are listed against you that is not

your own. In case you notice any actions on your report immediately write the

three bureaus and ask for an investigation. 

Once  you  have  disputed  your  report,  the  next  step  is  knocking  down  each

account until your credit is clear. If you are struggling with money, you might want

to knock out the secured debts first and then work through the unsecured debts.

It may take some time, but you will see results after your debts are paid in full. A

great strategy for those of us in debt is to save money each month and apply it to

our dues. In case you are spending money for entertainment give it up for now

and get out of debt. 

Many things in life are free of charge and often fun and exciting. Remember

when you make sacrifices something rewarding always returns. Another helpful

strategy is pulling out all your resources. If you have skills, you might want to

open a small business and use those skills to the fullest. You will make money

and build your credit. 

Killing many birds with one stone is the saying that works best when you learn

what it means. It is also wise to cut back on expenses when you owe are your

credit is bad. If you are spending money you do not have; it is only sending you

backward. There are many strategies for getting back on your feet again. One

great strategy is to avoid missing car payments. 
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Good Credit Scores: 

Finally, if you have a good credit score, you want to strategize to maintain this

score  or  else elevate  the  score.  Supposing your  credit  is  good,  you  want  to

continue the budget that is obviously working and work toward increasing your

income to make sure you meet all  payments each month. The last thing you

need  to  do  is  apply  for  additional  lines  of  credit  if  you  already  have  credit

established. 

Pay off  what  you owe now and buy what  you want  later.  One of the biggest

mistakes many of us make is taking for granted our situation. If we have a lot of

money  and  a  great  line  of  credit,  we  often  go  on  spending  binges.  This  is

ludicrous and is a defected strategy that buries us in quicksand.

Building Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)

Building credit is more important now than it has ever been. Assuming you have

bad credit, it is often hard to get an apartment, a loan for a home, or any form of

credit loans at all. Likewise, if you have no credit at all, it is often difficult to get a

loan from most banks. Therefore, it is essential that your credit rating is secure.

There are several ways to build credit, as well as repairing credit. 

Generally, if you are repairing your credit, it takes around six months before most

banks will allow an individual to apply for a loan. Another method is to apply for

credit  cards  that  offer  no  annual  fees.  Also,  make  sure  the  cards  have  low

interest rates since you do not want to get in further over your head. Once you fill
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out the application for a credit card, your credit will be checked, which provides

you the advantage of getting all three of your credit reports free. 

Secured cards are generally for those who are seeking a solution to lower their

bills, and are more suitable for those with good credit ratings. However, there are

secured credit cards for those seeking to repair their credit. Cards with 0% fraud

protection  insurance  are  great  for  those  with  bad  credit  since  it  offers  an

additional security for repair. Anytime you own a credit card; it is subject to falling

into the wrong hands. If you are building credit, then cards are great also, since it

offers you a means to increase your rate. 

We all  need currency to  survive,  and sometimes when  the  funds are  low,  a

helping hand comes in  handy.  Be sure  to  meet  your  monthly  installments  to

boost your credit rating once you apply for a credit card and avoid depleting your

rate. The goal is to build or repair your credit so making the payments can only

bring forth rewards. In case you are applying for an un-secure credit card be

careful since some represent trouble.

Be sure to  check out  the Better  Business Bureau (BBB) at  the onset  before

applying  for  some  credit  cards,  since  some  will  charge  a  steep  upfront  fee.

Upfront  fees  on  credit  cards  often  mean  that  the  company  is  fraudulent.

Remember, you are building credit or repairing your credit rating, not trying to get

deeper into debt. 

Credit Reports 

Credit reports are documents that store pertinent information about your credit

history.  If  you have a bad credit rating and apply for a loan the lenders, they

normally will request copies of your credit report. 
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Once they see that your credit is low, you will  probably get a "sorry,  we can't

help.' It is important to keep your credit rating high since this is the solution for

getting what you want in life. Otherwise, you are going to be out in left field trying

to find a solution to survive. 

Once you apply for a loan and get your credit reports free, you need to make

sure to scope out the report  carefully to see where the problems rest.  If  you

notice any charges on your credit report that looks suspicious be sure to apply for

an application to dispute the charge. In case you dispute the charges, you are

taking charge of your credit, building your future, and repairing the issues at the

same time. Supposing you notice any charges that may have been overlooked

when the bills came, be sure to take care of the charges right away. 

It is important to build or repair your credit rating since nowadays you practically

need perfect credit to get a home, car, personal loan, and so on. If your credit

has any negligence, almost everyone will turn you down. 

If you need help with credit repair you might want to hire an expert that can get

results; then it is important that you take care of your credit issues immediately.

Putting things off only add up more trouble. On the other hand, getting things

done now brings forth results since effort is evident.

Building Credit for a Better Future
(Return to Contents)

Building credit is building a better future. Nowadays it takes good credit scores to

purchase a home, buy a car, and get a credit card and so on. In case your credit
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is bad, usually more bad follows. It takes you to find a solution to repair your

credit. 

The first step in repairing your credit is to take a look at each bill, including your

past due bills. Make sure the current bills are paid in full if possible to avoid any

more reporting on your credit report. Once you have taken care of your current

bills, work toward paying off your late bills. 

Some current bills such as utilities or other unsecured bills can wait longer than

others, so you might want to pay off your secured bills first. Secured bills mean

that you have more to lose, so you want to take care of those first before paying

off  nonessential  bills  and  risking  losing  your  home,  car  or  whatever  you  are

paying on.  Most utility companies will wait for a bill if you don't have the funds.

You may be able to get some help paying utilities. 

The  Social  Services  and  some Religious  Organizations  offer  support  to  low-

income families. If you have a loan with a bank, you might want to contact your

lender  to see if  there are options for  reducing your  monthly mortgage or  car

payments. Some banks are waiting for financial  burdens to occur and offer a

solution, such as refinancing your home or car. 

You want to be careful since some of the loans have high interest rates attached.

Some loans may even have hidden charges attached, so it makes sense to read

the fine prints thoroughly so that you are not taking advantage of. Remember you

are attempting to repair your credit so finding the best deals is important. This

brings us to cutbacks. When we are striving to repair our credits we want to cut

back on spending as much as possible. Sometimes we have to do without to

better our future. 
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Credit repair is the process of building your credit history and reestablishing your

life. This process means that you have to look at all angles to find a solution to

repair your credit. When you are searching those angles, you need to consider all

aspects of what the solutions include. If there are added charges, you probably

are getting in deeper rather than building a better future and repairing your credit.

Debt Counselors, Debt Consolidation, Bankruptcy and other companies that offer

credit repair solutions are often the last resort to repairing credit. Even if you think

bankruptcy is the answer you must realize you will need a few hundred dollars

upfront to start the process. 

Lawyers are not cheap! 

On top of the high prices, you will  have to pay you will  also go through court

proceedings as well as many other headaches. Therefore if you can find a way

out of debt on your own, this is the best solution. Supposing you have nothing to

lose it might be wise to ignore your debts. 

This sounds ludicrous but in case you can't get out this sometimes is the only

answer to debt relief. If you are on the spot and not so deep in debt, you might

ask your family or friends for a loan, only enough to pay off your debts. You might

have to pay interest, but friends and family will often charge less and give you a

longer time frame to repay your debt. The solution is often better than applying

for a loan to pay off your debts from a bank. 

Most lenders at the bank are welcoming people that are struggling and take full

advantage  by  finding  you  a  loan  with  high  interest  rates.  Your  monthly

installments are often lower, but your price, in the end, is steep. It makes sense

to search all options before deciding which solution for repairing your credit is
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right for you. Always keep in mind when you are repairing credit that you are

working toward a better future.

Cooperation Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)

When you are trying to get out of debt, you will need cooperation from others as

well as yourself. If both of the sources are hardheaded, I promise you that your

credit repair scheme will probably not work. Debt is an everyday part of life, and

we all have an obligation in life, and this includes both debtor and creditor. When

you are dealing with creditors, the first thing you want to do is cooperate as much

as possible. 

Most creditors are ready to work out an arrangement with you to help you stay on

your feet. However, there are some creditors, who could care less about your

situation and will avoid cooperation at all cost. In case you run into this type of

situation, by law you can report the representative, and ask to speak with his or

her supervisor. According to the law, no one has the right to violate you whether

it is speech, action, or another source. 

You have the right to demand cooperation and understanding. Supposing the

representative disregards you when you ask to speak with the supervisor, simply

hang up the phone and call back. My advice is to send the creditors a letter of

recognition, letting them know you owe the debt and is currently working out a

solution to resolve the issue. If  possible, send a check for as little as $10, or

whatever you can afford. 

This  will  stay  the  creditors  from  sending  your  information  to  the  collection

agencies. It is important to act immediately on late bills before they do hit the
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collection agencies. The collection agencies are much more complex to deal with

than common creditors. Assuming you are in debt and find that you only have

enough money to make ends meet, you might want to look into a few options

available to you. If you have a family, single family, or individual you may qualify

for a government loan or grant. 

While applying for the loan or grant make sure, you stall the creditors until you

get the loan or grant offered. Many debtors believe it is impossible to get out of

debt once they go down. The truth is, there is always a way out of any situation

practically. Giving up is the only way that your credit repair system will fail?

The only true failure in life is the failure to act, and this is a result of slackers,

procrastinators, and quitters. In case you need help with credit repair and do not

know where to get started, we will help you. 
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Chapter 4 - Creditors Calling its Time to Repair your 
Credit 
(Return to Contents)

When the creditors are ringing the phone strangely you know, it is time to repair

your credit. The United States alone has over millions of individuals and families

struggling to find a way out of debt. This is why when you go online you see

thousands of websites that say they have the solution for relieving debt. 

Don't be fooled! 

Many of the telemarketers that claim they can get you out of debt can only bring

forth more problems. There is no answer for all of us, but there is an answer for

us all  individually.  Let's take a look at an example. Ok, you make $500 each

week per paycheck. Your debt is around $5000, and you can't seem to see a way

out. Now let's say you have two vehicles both are paid in full, and a monthly rent

that equals $900. We know that you only have $640 per month to purchase food,

pay utilities, clothes, and other items needed to survive. 

We can't forget the phone bill. This sounds like an impossible situation, but in

reality, there is an answer available. Now if your phone bill is around $90 per

month and you spent around $50 per week on groceries and around $150 per

month on utilities. By the time you are finished adding this up, you will see that

you don't have much left at the end of the month. Therefore the solution is finding

a job that pays more, searching for a low-income apartment that basis the rent on

your income and using fewer utilities per month. 

In today's time, you will  spend $50 easily on groceries and not get enough to

make it to the next week. Therefore is it possible you can eat foods that are less

expensive and last longer? When you are poor, you got to live like a poor person.

The sad thing about people that are struggling is they often envy others or strive
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to purchase items they don't need. Instead of paying the bills on time, they often

pay a portion of the bill and buy things that are not needed. If you have two cars

and are a single person, it is wise to sell one of the cars and apply the balance

toward the bills. 

You can see from this deduction that more money is needed to survive. 

Why are you paying $900 for rent when there are many sources available that

offer you rent for less? 

Now let's turn this around. 

What if you successfully rented a low-income apartment? 

Let's say that your amount is reduced to $650 per month. It  leaves you extra

money to pay utilities, buy groceries, pay insurance on one car, pay your phone

bill, and have a  couple of bucks left over each month. This is one solution, and it

doesn't bring forth much, but it does bring forth a small reward. Now if you can

reduce your utilities to around $100 per month that is more money you could

spend  on  bills.  If  your  credit  history  is  delinquent,  you  are  not  swarming  in

quicksand yet; you might be eligible for a credit card. 

The solution is not to get the card to buy items; rather it is to get a card that will

help you make your monthly bills and allow you room to repay. Make sure the

card has low interest rates, and there are no annual fees attached. If you can get

by without a credit card at all, it will be better, but the fact is it is nearly impossible

now to go without a credit card. Supposing you can get a job that pays more for

your work, then this is helpful too. 
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The downside is when people get better paying jobs that often take it for granted

and land deeper in debt. The more money you make, the more you will spend. It

pays to be careful with your money and stay on alert with your credit situation.

When creditors are calling it is time to repair your credit, so get ahead of the

game before the phone rings.

Avoid Going To Court
(Return to Contents)

If you have ever entered a courtroom, you know that the stress elevates, even if

you are in the room for someone else. Courts are an automatic source for lifting

stress. Moreover, to avoid the courts means we have to abide by laws and pay

our debts. In case you have taken out a home mortgage, car loan, personal loan,

or any other type of credit loan in some instances when the loans requirements

are not meet you can be subpoenaed to court. 

Several courts handle cases that involved negligence, starting with small claims

court and finally judgment courts. Any courtroom is stressful, and many of the

courts  will  look  at  both  cases  objectionable.  However,  the  party  involved  in

negligence is often deemed untrustworthy. If you want to avoid more stress than

what you will endure on bad credit reports, it is important to make wise decisions

before spending money you do not have. 

To avoid court judgments, liens or lawsuits it is important to meet payments on

your monthly installments. If you find an area of your life when you see that it will

be  difficult  to  meet  demands,  you  might  want  to  look  into  some  solutions

available  that  can  get  you  out  of  harm's  way.  Supposing  you  are  paying

mortgage you might want to opt out by selling your home or else searching the

marketplace for loans to help you refinance and get lower rates. 
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When you owe money,  your  debts are sent to collection agencies. Once you

have a list of bad debts, it leaves you open to the court. Creditors are people you

owe, and if they send your debts to collection agencies, you might be waddling in

quicksand since someone else has control of your life. If you are delinquent on

payments,creditors can garnish wages from your paychecks, take hold of all your

tax refunds, and send you to court. The only advantages you have when you

have debts are the creditors cannot charge outrageous late fees or interest rates.

The creditors cannot take a post-dated check from you and cash it  until  they

notify  you  first.  Creditors  cannot  cash  a  postdated  check  ahead  of  its  date.

Creditors cannot ask for postdated checks by frightening you with criminal suits.

Creditors  are  not  permitted  to  send  postcards  to  ask  for  payment,  nor  can

creditors label, or place symbols outside of an envelope to press for payments. 

There are many areas of legalities and illegal acts to look for if you are in debt

and threatened with lawsuits, liens, repossessions, foreclosures, and judgments.

Some of the most important areas of illegal acts made by collection agencies

include false, unlawful authorization forms or sending out a representative of the

collection agency posing as an officer of the law. Some creditors even harshly

threaten debtors by using profanity or  harassing family members by imitating

government representatives. 

Creditors have even tried cashing postdated checks and attempting to charge

late fees for insufficient funds. It is important that you learn your rights when your

credit is in jeopardy. Supposing you are taking to court and know your rights, you

might see a way out of a bad situation. If you know your rights, you might even

find a way to avoid court by taking another route to stall payments. 
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Some collection agencies have even threatened debtors by phoning their home

at late hours of the night, calling friends, family, and neighbors, and so on. In

case you suspect you are heading down bad credit path, then it is important to

document all  communications between collection agencies, lenders, and other

sources so that you are prepared when or if you hit the courtroom. In case you

see that you cannot avoid court, then you want to take all the necessary steps to

cover yourself when you arrive at the door that is taking your control out of your

hands. 

Collection Agency
(Return to Contents)

Credit repair and collection agencies go hand in hand since one is out to get the

other. In other words, we sometimes run from our debts taking advantage of a

kind gesture. 

Collection agencies are not as kind as the lenders so, therefore, be warned - the

collection agencies are on the loose. 

We must understand how collection agencies work to find a way to stop hassling

phone calls and letters.  Collection agencies are a third-party source hired by

creditors  after  the  creditor  has made every  attempt  to  collect  a  debt  without

success. Collection agencies will search high and low and often play nasty little

tricks trying to hunt you down. If you changed your address and typed your credit

card into an online database, do not be surprised when the debt you tried to

outrun catches up with you. Collection agencies tap into all types of resources to

hunt  down debtors.  Collection  personnel  searches through phone directories,

databases online, makes phone calls posing as a friend to luring the debtor in,

sifts through the records at the post office, and so on. 
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There is no stone unturned when it comes to collection agencies in a search to

find a debtor. The upside is many of the collection agencies make mistakes by

hiring low waged servants to handle the job of finding debtors. When they are

sifting  through  the  files,  they  often  lose  contact  since  they  have  millions  of

records each day. 

Now if a collection agency has an affiliation with the three big bureaus then they

have access to information that independent collection agencies do not have.

Assuming you are in a financial bind that makes it difficult to repay your debts,

you will need to consider losing yourself and leaving no traces when you leave.

In case you move, do not freely hand your information, including address, phone,

city, or other information to anyone you do not trust. 

Make sure you have your phone unlisted when you set up a phone account. Do

not apply for loans, credit cards, or anything that requires information from you. It

is important to keep a low profile in your new area to avoid complications. This is

the ultimate solution in case you find no other solution for getting out of debt.

Problem! 

Do not miss a payment when the creditors take back your debt. This will only

frustrate the creditors since they were free to give you a second chance. In case

you call your creditors and ask for a take back on your debt and the creditor

denies you but gives, you the opportunity to contact the collection agency to set

up payment plans...by all means do it! If you are lucky enough to hear this from a

creditor and the creditor as promises to take back your debt after you paid off the

collection agency, you are taking steps to rebuilding your credit. 

When you are in debt creditors will contact you first for up to four weeks in an

attempt to collect. When you fail  to make payments, the creditors contact the

collection  agencies  who  then  pursue  the  debt.  To  avoid  collection  agency
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hassles deal with the creditors. If your accounts have already gone to collections,

there's no reason to pay them because doing so will  not increase your credit

scores. Instead, you should use our dispute letters to get them removed from

your credit report. If you are disputing, DO NOT admit that the debt belongs to

you. 

Where to Get Credit Resources?
(Return to Contents)

Supposing you are having problems with your credit, you might want to surf the

market  for  resources  that  can  help  you  find  a  way  out  of  debt.  The  many

resources available do not include the many spammers that  tell  you in three

minutes we can get you out of debt. The scores of resources that offer a quick

solution to repairing debt are only out to add more debt to your credit files. In

reality, the only resource that can get you out of debt is yourself. We can only

show you the way.

Resources are a source of information and contacts that help you get started to

repairing your credit. If you are suffering as a result of low income and creditors

calling you every day, then it is important that you do not give up hope. 

By  calculating  your  monthly  bills  and  setting  up  a  budget  that  meets  your

requirements is a great resource for eliminating debts. It is also possible to earn

money while you are broke. Cutting back on items, groceries, household goods,

clothing, and other items can help you increase your income. You could also

make money by selling valuable assets that are sitting in the corner of your home

taking up space. If you cut back on utilities and entertainment, you might also find

an increase in your pocket each month. Again, there are scores of resources

available to you that can help you repair your credit. 
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Do It Yourself Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)

Many of us believe that it is only through an agency that we could have any hope

of repairing our credit.  Rest assured that this is not true.  It could cost you more

money and time to arrange through an agency than it would to just do it yourself.

My recommendation, before contacting an agency for assistance is to follow the

steps below as you may just be surprised at the results.

Repairing your credit takes time, and takes patience.  You first need to use our

Credit  Healing Dispute  Letters  that  you  can obtain  here.  You  are  entitled  by

Federal Law to a free credit report every year.  The United States Government

allows us to receive a free credit report from Equifax, Experian, and Trans Union

within a 12 month period. You can get them here: www.annualcreditreport.com.

After creating an account, you should see all three credit bureaus listed. You 

should “check” all three credit bureaus then proceed to the next page. When you 

get on the website of each credit bureau, you will look for the section that says 

“Negative Accounts” or “Adverse Accounts” and write down you is the NAME and

ACCOUNT NUMBER of each negative account. Note: You will see several 

periods (….) or several asterisks (****) at the end of each account number. This 

is for your protection. You will include these symbols with the account numbers 

as you type them in. Next click on the tab that says “Inquiries” then write down 

the name and date of each inquiry you see listed. DO THIS FOR ALL THREE 

CREDIT BUREAUS.

Sending Your Dispute Letters
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Now that you have your account information go to the dispute letter templates 

(Example: Letter1_Equifax_2017) for Experian, Equifax, and Trans Union and 

copy the information from your negative accounts that you retrieved from the 

websites into the dispute letter templates (as shown in the file I provided called 

DISPUTE LETTER EXAMPLE). Insert your Social Security Card and Driver’s 

License at the end of the dispute letter. You can do this by taking a picture of 

them, sending them to your email then inserting them into the word processor 

software you are using. Note: Only dispute 22 negative accounts at a time. If you 

dispute more, the credit bureaus will label your disputes as “frivolous.”

After filling them out, you will take them to get notarized (you can take them to a 

notary public or your bank). The notary public usually charges $10 per signature 

(which means you will get them to sign 3 separate documents) but if you do 

business with a bank that notarizes documents, they will most likely sign them for

free. You can call and ask your bank if they notarize documents. 

Lastly, you will send them to each Equifax, Experian and Trans Union via 

Certified Mail (which will be in separate envelopes). The reason for sending them

via Certified Mail is, so the credit bureaus know that the letters you sent are 

important and so you will be able to track them. Now you will wait 30 days from 

the time they receive the letters for them to respond. If they don't respond, you 

will send them the dispute letter “Dispute Follow-up Letter (after 30 days)” that is 

in the package you purchased. They usually respond within 30 days so you will 

most likely not have to do that. I suggest you keep 3 separate folders for each of 

the credit bureaus so you can keep track of the paperwork you send and receive 

while communicating with the credit bureaus. Don't wait to begin disputing 

because the longer you wait, the least likely you will get the positive results you 

desire.
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Defaults
(Return to Contents)

If you have defaulted on your credit record, it is possible to have them removed.

Defaults are non-payments recorded on your credit files. When a person is in

default, they are subjected to lawsuits, liens, judgments, and other complicated

situations. Supposing you are a student struggling to pay student loans, a renter

struggling to meet monthly bills, or a homeowner battling to stay out of debt you

might want to know what is available to you. 

Assuming you  have  a  college loan,  which  means  you  have  a  loan from the

government you can ask for a default, which gives, you time to repay the loan.

Other types of defaults include insurance policies, bills, car loans, personal loans,

and other types of credit lines. 

Sometimes we are subject to debts that may not be ours. There are thousands of

collection agencies and credit  reporting services  throughout  the US.  In  some

cases, there are errors sent to the credit bureaus that put the default on your

credit file. Once the default goes to your credit file, it remains there for 6 years. It

falls off after 6 years even if you didn't pay it. 

After you have disputed the issues with the providers, you will next contact your

credit card lender and inform them of the defaults on your credit report. DO NOT

pay for items or services that do you wrong, since this means the creditors will

view you in a different light. 

If you have, insurance policies are delinquent on your bills; you might lose your

coverage,  however,  in  some  cases,  you  might  be  in  more  trouble  than  you

realize.  Read all  terms & agreements as well  as any other fine prints before

obligating yourself to a contract. In case there is a default against you on your

policy contact your provider immediately and try to work out a plan.
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By  making  contact  with  them,  you  could  save  your  insurance  as  well  as

additional debts added to your accounts. Anyone that lends you a line of creditor

subjects  you  to  defaults  if  you  cannot  make payments.  Supposing you  have

defaulted on your credit files, make sure that you work to pay the debts down to

avoid complications. 
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Identity Theft Victims
(Return to Contents)

Identity  theft  victims  are  those  who  are  affected  by  someone  stealing  their

identity and running up their bills. If you are a victim of Identity Theft, you are well

aware how difficult it can be to get back on your feet again. Identity Theft victims

often have to go through a series of steps to repair their credit and identity. 

Once the victim has made contact with the 3 credit bureaus, they often put a

Freud Alert on your credit report, which is supposed to be a protection to you, but

the truth is it is a 'mistake' since it labels the victim. If you go to apply for a loan or

credit card, it is likely you will receive a rejection in the mail. 

So, is there a solution for  Identity Theft  victims and how can they repair  the

credit?  First,  it  is  important  to  avoid  Identity  Theft  by  protecting  your  Social

Security  Card,  Driver  License and other  important  information about  yourself.

However, if you are already in the credit bureaus labeled under the Freud Alert,

then you may find yourself giving up. Identities are stolen in several ways. 

The Internet is swarming with predators waiting to mess up someone else's life.

People may stand over your shoulder peeking down at you while you are keying

in your PIN number at the bank. You might have been in a relationship, and the

person decides he/she owns you and when you break up that person takes your

identity. There are several ways that your Identity can be stolen. 

The solution is to protect your identity with shields that no one can break through.

In case you are a victim of Identity Theft, then your identity needs to be protected

more so than ever. This sounds crazy since someone already has your ID. You

will need to stay alert to the activities that affect your credit report. It is important
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that you keep updated copies of your reports at all time. If you notice activity,

immediately dispute the claims against you. 

Be sure to file a police report since you will need these reports to show the 3

bureaus and others that  your  identity has been stolen. Once you receive the

reports, make sure you send copies to each credit bureau so that the companies

can get you on record. The companies are going to put up a Freud Alert once the

copies are evaluated. Here is where you need to stay alert.  Instead of Freud

Alerts, the companies can put up a FREEZE on your accounts. 

A Freeze gives you the options that Freud Alerts will not. For example, if you go

to a bank and apply for a loan with a Freud Alert on your accounts, most likely

you will be turned down. However, if the banks see that you have a FREEZE on

your  accounts,  they  will  investigate  and  possibly  give  you  the  loan.  Freeze

means that someone has affected your life by stealing your identity, while Freud

means that  someone has committed a criminal  act  on your  account and that

someone could very well be you. 

You will also need to report any checks that you suspect were stolen. Monitor

your banking account at all times to make sure that no out of place activities are

going on. It is important that you alert your utility providers and anyone that you

have open accounts with. If you have credit cards, report them immediately to get

replacements. You may even want to cancel your current bank account and open

a new account. 

This will  offer a source of protection. It is also important that you contact your

Social Security Office to find out if your Social Security has been used out of

place. If actions have been listed on your card, be sure to let the Social Security

Administrators know. Making others aware of what is going on in your life can

spare  you  additional  headaches.  You  are  already  a  victim  of  such  criminal
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behaviors, why not take steps to repair your credit and restore your life. Finally,

you will  need to contact Washington D.C. or the Identity Theft Clearinghouse,

Federal Trade Commissions and let them know you are a victim of Identity Theft.

Skipping to Build Credit
(Return to Contents)

There are always solutions when it comes to repairing your credit. We sometimes

go through problems in life that makes our life hard to manage. Sometimes we

simply have to skip ahead to get ahead. Supposing you have overdue bills and

see that you can't meet these expectations be sure to make contact with your

creditors letting them know your situation. If you have a situation that has put you

out of work due to disability, you can let the creditor know that you will have a

pension or other type of allowance coming soon. 

This will stall your creditors, and when you get the money, you can put forth the

effort to repairing your credit. Assuming you are renting and have shown good

payments in the past with your landlord, you might ask him/her if they can wait a

bit longer for payment so you can get caught up. In case you are trying to save

money to repair your credit, you might want to look for a cheaper home to lower

your costs. 

On the other hand, if  you own your home, you might want  to look into some

different options. Supposing you see that your payments are going to be late in

the next few months, it is always wise to contact your bank lender. Supposing

you made good payments in the past, lenders are often happy to waive late fees

unless it  is  interest only mortgages.  In case you appear to have a long-term

financial situation your lender may offer a refinance option to help reduce your

monthly mortgage payments. If the lender is not willing to help you find a solution

you might want to check out other banks. Remember there is always an option.
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In a situation where you run out of revenues, you might even consider selling

your  home. The solution is always  best since many people are searching for

homes that are repossessed or in foreclosure, or nearing one or the other. 

Another  option  is  giving  the  lender  the  keys  and  walking  away  from  your

obligation. This is an option if you owe more for the home than what it is worth.

There are some disadvantages and advantages to any option you choose. The

best solution is to estimate your monthly take-home pay and find a solution to

making  ends  meet.  When  you  take  out  a  mortgage,  a  wise  man  will  often

calculate  all  aspects  before  signing  an agreement.  Often,  many homeowners

take out a loan however and neglect to factor in long-term financial situations. 

This is when it often fails, and credit repair goes into motion. For the most part,

refinancing or else asking your  creditors for an extension is often better than

walking away from your debt. Some debtors usually hire a lawyer that tells them

we can help. The fact is those lawyers will charge you more than you probably

owe to help get the creditors off your back. Once your debts are paid, you might

need another lawyer to get the first lawyer off your back. 

Taking the smartest path to repairing credit is always wise. You might even want

to consider Bankruptcy if you are overwhelmed with debt, Chapter 7 Bankruptcy

is often a better solution than Chapter 13. Chapter 7 will free you from your debts

permanently, with the exceptions of any current bills. The problem is when you

file Bankruptcy, whether it is 7 or 13 it goes to your credit, and you have another

problem. In one way you repaired your credit, but by no means are you on the

road to building your credit history. 

Yes, it is true you can often get another car or home with a bankruptcy against

you,  but,  I  know that  you will  be searching high and low before you find the

companies that  will  give you a loan.  Bankruptcy stays  on your  record for  10
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years. So as you see, sometimes we have to skip ahead to get ahead. Skipping

one bill to pay a more in demand bill is not necessarily a bad thing. It takes a

couple of months before your bills go to the 3 bureaus. We have bankruptcy

dispute  letters  and  a  walkthrough  guide  that  will  help  you  get  rid  of  your

bankruptcy. 
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Chapter 5 - Credit Repair System
(Return to Contents)

The Credit Repair System has tools available that help many debtors find relief.

Credit repair system is the steps to recovering from debts while getting back on

your feet again. In case you have bad credit, you already know how difficult it is

to reestablish respect in society. 

Struggling down many roads, I know you have asked over in your mind, "How

can I get out of debt?" The truth is we all have had bad times, and some of us

can get back on our feet again quicker than others do. Therefore, you are not

alone in this fight to reestablish good credit. 

Even rich people have filed bankruptcy, so do not think you are centered out from

the rest of the world. In this article, I am going to make it quick and to the point,

helping you get out of debt through the process. 

Repair System Kit:

I will guide you through a process that will lead you step-by-step through credit

repair. 

1. Get copies of your free credit report from www.annualcreditreport.com. 

2.  Overview  your  credit  report,  looking  closely  for  errors  (bills  you  did  not

accumulate) and derogatory items you want to be deleted.

3. Dispute those items on your credit report immediately with our dispute letters.

4. Once your report is clear, start saving money but cutting back, increasing your

income, and continues disputing other debts that may occur if necessary.

5. Lay out a budget that matches your monthly installments, a separate budget

that comes close to your debts as possible, and finally a budget that meets your

demands on survival after you have cut back funds.
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6.  Finally,  start  paying  on  your  secured  loans  first,  and  work  through  your

unsecured loans gradually.

If you follow these steps to the latter, you will eventually see where it pays off.

Which are:

Step 1: we can see we need to know where we are out before we can get out of

our situation. Regularly having a basic overview of your report can prevent your

credit scores and ratings from being affected by errors or identity theft. 

Step 2: is a basic outline of where you are at, where you are going, and how you

will get there. 

Step 3: is obvious. If you find derogatory items on your report, the first thing you

want to do before paying your debts is to dispute negative items that are keeping

your scores low. 

Step 4: is also obvious. You want to find a solution to repairing your credit. If you

save money by cutting back, find a way to make more money, and budget you

will have a guaranteed strategy to get out of debt. 

Step 5: the budges should match your financial situation allowing you to repay

your debts and survive in the process. The budgets if carefully developed will

allow you additional funds for savings if you plan your strategy right. 

Step 6: once you start paying off your credit you will notice almost immediately

see results. By following this process, you will see increases in your credit scores

and become more confident in regards to your situation.
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There is nothing more rewarding than being free of financial obligations. When

you walk  out in  public your  friends,  family and neighbors will  acknowledge a

natural high, and ponder on how they too can be like you. If you follow the steps

you will not only notice results of relief; you will also notice an increase in your

income. 

Also,  if  you  have any debts  that  have not  hit  the collection agencies,  find a

solution for getting those bills up to date. You can call your creditors in the first

four  weeks  of  overdue bills  and let  them know your  situation,  including  your

financial status to repay the debt. Often creditors will make arrangements for you

to pay each month on your bills.

Make sure you meet your creditors' expectations since they took a chance on

you in the first place. This is the ultimate credit repair system that will get you out

of debt. Debt Repair Agencies, Debt Consolidation, and other sources are often

out to take advantage of the vulnerable, so relying on yourself to get out of debt

is the only system guaranteed to work most times.

Cut Back Credit Repair Solution
(Return to Contents)

If you want to get out of debt, you need to cut back and start saving money. In

case you think you are going to get out of debt going on spending binges, then

you had better think again. Too many debtors believe once they are in debt it

does not matter anyway so why not get what you want out of life. 

The fact is you are taking advantage of opportunities in your life. Supposing you

do not have the money and scraping your hands on every penny, this is one

thing, but if you have extra cash and your bills are due, what are you doing?

Assuming you do not have the money to pay your bills, then you are probably a
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low-income census. This means that you are eligible for commodities, income,

items, and so much more. 

You  might  want  to  start  with  your  local  Social  Services  and  apply  for  Food

Stamps, commodities, and income, including medial coverage until you get back

on your feet again. Do not go in the door believing this is your way through life

since Welfare is only a temporary resource available to the low-income families.

Supposing you found yourself  in a predicament and can't see a way out, you

might want to seek advice. If you are in debt over your head, do not run, rather

stand up and fight for whom you are.

Debt Counseling Solutions
(Return to Contents)

Is debt counseling a solution for credit repair? 

Debt  Counseling  Services  and  Credit  Services  are  Organizations  that  are

sponsored by most of the creditors. Most Debt Counseling services are nonprofit

organizations; however, there are a few that are on their own. Before you can

contact a Debt Counselor, you must have some source of income. The counselor

provided for you will  often contact your  creditors and alert  them that you are

making an effort to repay your debts. Once the creditors have been contacted,

the organization will  next work out an agreement that works with your current

budget. You are expected to make a payment each month toward paying off your

creditors  after  a  decision  has  been  reached.  Your  money  goes  first  the

organization  where  you  have  asked  for  help  and  then  is  forwarded  to  your

creditors. 
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Once the  creditors  receive  your  money,  the  Counselors  ask  the  creditors  to

deduct a small amount of funds to pay for their services. Some debt counselors

will  waive  interest  on  your  balance.  However,  most  counselors  will  not.

Supposing you are unable to meet your payments each month, you might be

required to pay late fees. The only real advantage you have by using a Debt

Counseling  Agency  is  that  you  won't  see  bankruptcy  on  your  credit  report

although the two are similar. 

The best solution for repairing your credit is using our dispute letters and putting

the ball into your own hands. If you take back the control that was robbed of you,

you have the advantage of getting out of debt without further complicating your

situation. One way of taking back your control is to set up a monthly budget plan

that works to pay off your debts and leave you enough funds to survive. Survival

takes less than most people believe in the sense we often purchase items we

don't need. If we purchase minimal grocery necessities and other necessities, we

will find more funds available. 

There  are  several  solutions  for  cutting  back  on  house  items  for  cleaning.

Generally, soap and water are sufficient for cleaning your home. Better yet, if you

have laundry detergent, you can clean carpets, wash windows, clothes and so

on. One solution is possible to handle multiple tasks; therefore buying multiple

products for house cleaning is often a waste of money. The advertisements that

tell you that a product works better than another is usually a gimmick to lure you

into spending more than you need to. 

Another idea is it is possible to cook dinners that last for more than one day.

Also, you could pack a lunch instead of buying out when you are at work or on a

trip. Assuming you are taking trips regularly and it isn't for business purposes,

you might ask yourself how you can cut back. 
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When you cut back on trips, you are cutting back on gas mileage, meals, and

hotels and so on. Anytime you can find a solution to cutback you are making an

effort to repair your credit as long as you are spending the savings on your bills.

If you are trying to save money for trips or items for your home, you might want to

put this off until your bills are paid. 

Remember when you pay off your bills first, money will flow more freely for other

desires in life.  In case you are having difficulties meeting monthly obligations

contact your creditors and explain your situation. Many creditors will work to find

a solution rather than taking a complete loss. 

Beware that some creditors are greedy and don't care how hard times are for

you.  These  types  of  creditors  want  money,  and  they  want  it  now!  The  best

solution then for dealing with creditors is to dispute them using our Section 609

Letters or pay off the most important bill first and work your way through each bill.

If you have bills that are not necessary, terminate them for a short-time until your

credit is repaired. Bills such as cable or satellite, Internet if not used for work and

other entertainments can wait. Bills are a part of our daily lives and avoiding bills

is not a solution for repairing credit. Therefore, Debt Counseling is not the best

solution for eliminating debt.
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Chapter 6 - Establishing Credit, the Great Task
(Return to Contents)

"How do I establish credit when I don't have a credit history"? 

It is probably the most commonly asked question by most consumers looking to

open a credit account. Not having credit can be just as difficult as having bad

credit unless you know how to go about proving yourself to a potential creditor.

The crazy catch twenty-two:

How can you get credit if nobody is willing to extend you credit because you don't

have any credit history?

A good place to start is by obtaining a letter of credit from a company that you

have  been  dealing  with  already  that  does  not  report  to  the  credit  reporting

agencies.

An example would be your electric company. It is possible to contact your electric

company and request a letter of credit.  They are likely to require that you have

had an account with them for at least a year as with most companies that you are

asking for a letter of credit.  Your cable company may be another option for a

letter of recommendation for credit. If you have had an open account for at least

a year and made on time monthly full payments, without payment arrangements,

these  two  companies  are  good  candidates  to  provide  you  with  a  letter  of

recommendation for credit. 

To establish credit either with or without a letter of recommendation for credit,

you could also start with your banking institution.  All banks offer credit card and

loan  accounts.  If  you  have  banked  with  the  institution  for  at  least  a  year

(sometimes 6months), they may strongly consider extending you a line of credit.  
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At the beginning of any credit account, your interest rate may be high, but don't

despair, after your first positive review in about 6 months, the interest rate may

fall  dramatically as well  as your payments if  you have been making minimum

payments.

Just to get you started.  Your  new account may be very low.   After about  6

months of on-time payments, your lender may review your account for a larger

credit line.  The smartest technique is to start with baby steps.  Begin with just a

small account, pay the accounts regularly,  get used to the monthly obligation,

and  make  on-time  monthly  payments  before  jumping  into  any  other  credit

account(s).  

You are very likely going to find many creditors coming out and hunting you down

to  offer  you  a  line  of  credit,  consider  their  offers  with  caution.   The  best

recommendation is to give yourself at least 6 months to a year before taking on a

new account.  Jumping in too fast can easily wipe out all of the hard work you

have done so far to establish some credit.

Once you jump on the credit bandwagon, it is vital that you keep track of your

credit rating.  You will find many great offers online for programs that can inform

you, on a regular basis, of your credit standings.  You could also request your

free annual credit report and verify your status regularly.

Once your credit becomes active, keeping track of your credit report is crucial for

many reasons:

1. It could prevent the use of a fraudulent credit account by an unknown user.

2. It could prevent the unfortunate event of somebody stealing your identity and

using your credit.
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3. It could help find a lost payment and assist you with keeping track of how your

creditor is reporting your payment activity.

4. It is just good credit etiquette to know your credit rating.

5. Knowing your credit rating and status gives you bartering power when dealing

with a new potential creditor.

Once you've established some credit, take caution with accepting credit offers

from other creditors,  look into the interest rate the lenders are offering.  Also,

consider the monthly obligation in addition to your other financial responsibilities

such as rent, utility bills, car insurance, groceries, laundry expenses, gas, day

care, etc., and feel free to decline credit offers.

At the beginning of your adventure with new credit accounts, it can be fascinating

to have several creditors offering advances; This can be an uplifting and powerful

event, however, pursue with caution to maintain a healthy credit rating and score.

Keep  your  credit  history  in  mind  and  respect  the  great  task  that  you  have

accomplished by establishing credit with caution.

Government Credit Repairs
(Return to Contents)

If you are building a credit history, suffering bad credit or else your credit is great,

there are sources available that will help you maintain credit, repair credit, and

build a credit history. Supposing you have bad credit, you must at least apply for

two loans and be turned down before; the government will consider giving you a

loan. Your credit report is not what is important;rather declines are the focus. 
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There are government loans available that help people start a new business,

loans for single parents, loans for education, etc. The government offers loans to

the special individuals and often has 0% interest or low interest against the loans.

The government also offers grants to assist people in getting back on their feet

again,  and the  grants  are  yours.  You  do not  have  to  repay the  government

anything, but you must use the money for what it was applied for. 

Other  resources  are  available  helping  those  of  us  that  are  re-entering  the

employment market as well as helping those of us without jobs. There are funds

available to those of us with low and high-risk credit scores. If you need a home,

consolidate debts, car, or else start up your own business the government and

private agencies are waiting to help you along. Reduced loans and free programs

are available that will benefit millions in the economy that are suffering from bad

credit histories. 

Legal Aid is one source available that can help you with repair of your credit, as

well as many other sources and this source is free of charge in almost all cases.

If you are paying, high fees to rent an apartment, you might want to fill out an

application with  HUD. HUD pays a certain amount of your  monthly rent each

month, and you are required to pay the remaining balance. 

Think of the money you will have left each month to apply toward building your

credit history. HUD also has a solution for first-time homebuyers with bad credit.

Under the Homebuyers Bill of Rights allows us the right to purchase a home if we

have bad credit. Government resources and private institutes have lowered their

Interest Rates to around 5% to homebuyers and extend up to $500,000 for first-

time buyers helping them buy a home. The government and private institutes are

also offering debt consolidation loans assistance with late payments, people that

are starting a new business, and home improvements. Imagine the potentials? 
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It is often difficult for us when our credit is bad and not knowing where to start to

repair  our  lives  which  is  even more frustrating.  If  you  are suffering from bad

credit, you might want to check into a few options available to you that can help

you  get  out  of  debt.  Life  does  not  have  to  be  difficult,  and  all  of  us  make

mistakes. 

The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) offers us protection on our credit report.

Our privacy, fairness, accuracy and other laws say that we do have hope. In case

you are searching for a way to get out of debt you might want to start up your

own  business.  The  government  has  programs specifically  for  small  business

owners. 

The  programs  will  help  business  owners  to  finance  their  business  and

guarantees loans to those that are creating a plan to support them as well as

paying their taxes to the government. This is a wonderful solution for getting back

on your feet again and getting those creditors off your back. To find out more

about small business loans check with your local bank. Bad credit is misery, but it

does not have to be a force that destroys your life forever.
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Student Credit Repair Solutions for Building Credit
(Return to Contents)

There are solutions for students to repair their credit. Believe it or not but it is

possible to get out of a student loan obligation. First, you must determine what

type of student loan you owe. Once you come to this determination, you will next

need to contact the proper sources and ask them to terminate your loan. If you

can't repay the student loan, this is the best option, since you are at risk of a

lawsuit, garnishing of wages, or loss of tax refunds. 

It depends on the time when you took out the loan and what type of loan you are

under  obligation  to  repay,  but  for  the  most  part,  you  can call  and ask  for  a

cancellation.  If  your  school  is  negligence  and  has  issued  you  a  loan  under

pretense, you may be able to cancel your loan. Also, if you are disabled and see

that  you  can  no  longer  work,  you  may  be  eligible  for  a  cancel  of  payment.

Supposing you are in the military, or a full-time member of certain organizations,

you may be able to cancel your loans. 

Also, if you have paid your loans fatefully yet it comes a time you are having

difficulty making ends meet, you may qualify for a deferment on your payments.

Your lenders may even offer you an option of 'forbearance' if they decide they

don't want to defer your payments. This means they will temporarily lower your

monthly student loans until you can meet regular payments. 

There are many options available to students in a rut. If you have sought out all

options and nothing has proved results you may want to consider a consolidation

loan. Usually, when you ask for a loan consolidation, your payments are lower

each  month.  The  downside  with  consolidating  loans  is  that  some  of  the

companies that offer this option will  charge monthly fees and interest on your

loan. 
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It means you will be paying minimal payments on your combined loans, putting

you at risk, while paying a fee to the consolidator. You might want to consider

refinancing your student loans. It is an option available to you. Some banks will

offer you a loan so that you can repay your current loans. This gives you the

advantage of  paying  off  one debt  and lowering  your  monthly  installments  on

other debts. You might even want to look at asking for grants that help pay your

student loans. Sometimes we can apply for a FASA grant that we don't have to

pay back. 

This option means that the government will pay off some or all of your student

loan.  Rarely  does  the  government  payoff  loans  unless  the  student  has  high

potentials of achieving. You could also ask for a flex payment on your student

loans. If you have a Stanford Loan, you have the course of ten years to repay

this loan back once you graduate. A flex loan is an option where you call and ask

for an extension on your loan. It  gives you more time to repay the loan, and

hopefully, your school efforts would have paid off by then. It is possible to repay a

student loan in 30 years if you know what you are doing. 

This means that you will pay higher payments each month over a period, and as

time  progresses,  you  can  pay  lower  monthly  installments.  The  problem with

these types of extensions on loans is that you are not repairing or building your

credit, rather you are digging a deeper hole to bury yourself. 

The reason is interest is attached to this type of offer, and often those interest

rates add up to thousands of dollars. Before you get into any obligation make

sure you know what you are getting into. If you can get the government to pay off

your student loans, obviously this is the best option for repairing credit. Student

loans are an obligation that sometimes leads to a headache. Remember when
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you applied for a loan you took an oath to repay a debt that could benefit your

future. Therefore, finding a solution is the best recourse to repairing credit.

Keeping Track to Repair and Build Credit
(Return to Contents)

Keeping track of your  spending and diverting a budget plan is often a better

solution for repairing credit and building your rating. If you file for bankruptcy or

debt  consolidation  you  are  only  adding  more  headaches  to  an  already  bad

situation. Bankruptcy goes on your credit report for more than ten years in most

cases. When lenders see that you have filed bankruptcy, they often stop you at

the door. Debt consolidation loans add additional expenses to your bills. 

Most  debt  consolidation  loans  include  high  interest  rates  and  payments  to

creditors that are insufficient and often keep you on needles and pins while your

bills are paid. Therefore, the best solution for repairing your credit and building

your rating is to save money. First, you might want to invest in software programs

that have tools for budgeting and saving. The small investment could save you

headaches by allowing you to use tools. 

Keeping  a  record  of  your  expenditures  will  start  with  a  monthly  budgeting

scheme. If  you are using software programs, it is easier to budget, but if you

choose to go on your own, you can set up a form. The form will have a header

Daily Spending for the week of --------------. You will add in each day of the week,

how much it cost you each day to survive, and the total of the week once the

week has ended. It is wise to make several copies so that you can monitor your

spending over the next few months. 
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Since Sunday is considered the first day of a starting week, it is always wise to

start on a Sunday recording your budgets. Be sure that you record all of your

spending, as well as money saved, earned, taxes, fees for banking, and so on. At

each week when your bills are due try spending as much as possible on your

bills,  only  allowing  x  amount  of  dollars  to  survive  the  following  week.  For

example, if you have a phone bill of $113, a water bill of the amount $79, lights

$89, gas $99 and you have the amount of $375 paid to you, you know that you

can't pay the full amount of the bills to survive. Therefore, you will need to set up

a budget to meet the demands put on you. It is wise to cut back. If you have

cable or satellite TV, you might want to disconnect until you get your bills caught

up. 

You can always rent movies for a low fee each month online, or get a movie or

two  once  every  week  for  entertainment,  however,  if  you  can  do  without

entertainment altogether until your bills are paid, how much better to repair your

credit. Your credit is more important to your future than any single movie unless

you are making millions from the movie. 

Radio music is often free, as well as other entertainments. Try to find something

that doesn't cost until your bills are paid; then you can restore your life. You might

even want to create a form that estimates your monthly installments as well as

your expenses for survival.  On the monthly form, you will  list your gross pay,

bonuses, pensions, retirements, child support, and so on. 

Finally, you will calculate your monthly receives and deduct them by the amount

you  owe,  leaving  enough  funds  available  for  your  survival.  While  you  are

calculating your expenses, make sure that you find ways to cut back on areas of

your spending. This will help you to find a way to alter your spending habits, yet

survive each month. After you have saved for a few months, you will see that you

have more money to spend toward your credit repair. 
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Cutbacks should include groceries, personal care, medical, pet expenses, gifts,

vacations, and so on. Keeping track of your records can help you to repair your

credit rating and score as well as help you to rebuild your credit. If you have a

low paying job, you might want to find a job that pays better wages. You might

even want  to  take a part-time job to  complement your  full-time job.  There is

always a solution for building credit or repairing what is already lost.

Knocking Down the Debts with Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)

If you take a hard look at your situation and analyze your debts carefully, you

might just find a solution to knocking down the debts. Debts are bills we owe to

creditors, someone or source that has extended us a line of credit believing that

we will pay the debt on time. 

When creditors notice that you are behind on your bills, they often wait a few

weeks before notifying collection agencies and reporting you. In this length of

time, you can write your creditors and ask for an extension or a reduction on your

debt so that you can knock the debt down slowly. 

Most creditors want the money and will extend your time to repay the debt since

they do not want to go through the hassle that comes along with reporting you.

Most creditors want  their  clients to  return and believe that if  they give you a

chance, you will repay your debt and open a new account. If you do not contact

your creditors and ask for an extension the creditors, want to remain the nice

guys, so they hand you over to the hounds. 

Once the collection agencies receive your files, they begin their hunt and will go

to  all  lengths  to  hunt  you  down,  including  breaking  some  laws  to  find  you.
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Collection  agencies  often  do not  care  whether  you  return  to  the  creditors  or

not;rather they are paid a percentage of each debt collected. It is all about the

money honey, so getting ahead is the best solution for repairing debt. 

Collection agencies could care less if you have $1 to feed your kids, or if you fall

over from a heart attack as a result of them hassling at you. Collection agencies

are  in  it  for  the money.  Knocking down your  debts upfront  is  a  sure way of

repairing  your  credit.  After  you  have  contacted  each  creditor,  you  can  start

setting  up  a  budget  plan  that  will  help  guide  you  through  the  process  of

eliminating your debts. 

Start with a weekly budget plan and then work your way toward a monthly plan.

Once you have a budget plan set up check the balance in each checking, saving

or money marketing account regularly. If you do not have savings, account open

one. Make sure that the account does not have fees or interest rates attached. 

If you have difficulty-managing money, you may want to open a PayPal account

and apply for a debit  card online. This account not only protects you against

identity theft, but it also makes it difficult for you to get money right away. Put

your debit card where you can't find but in a safe place. PayPal accounts often

pay back money when you spend so if you want to pay your bill with the PayPal

card you will get 1% of that spending returned to your account.  

It is a solution, but you have to learn how to manage your money and yourself to

repair your credit and get out of debt. When people feel out of control, it often

affects  their  lives  tremendously.  Therefore,  when  you  take  control  of  your

situation, you are restoring human natures within.  Putting a stop to collection

agencies is a big step toward a brighter future. If you need help getting out of

debt,  there  are  resources available  to  you.  The many resources that  do  not
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include additional debts to your credit are the best solutions for repairing your

credit. 

You might want to even search for loopholes in the system to find a way out of

debt. If you are low income and have bad credit, there are government loans and

grants  available.  By  searching  the  marketplace,  you  might  find  out  that  you

qualify for a loan or grant from the government. 

Our proven dispute letters, there are also ways that involve getting creditors to

drop your credit completely. If you do not take the step to know what is available

to you, you will never get out of debt. In case you want to avoid the hounds stay

on the porch with the dogs and knock those debts down!
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Chapter 7 - Options to Avoid in Credit Repair and 
Building
(Return to Contents)

There are several options available that make people believe it is a solution for

freeing themselves of debts. One solution you want to avoid is borrowing money

from finance companies. The companies that advance for consolidating loans

and requires that you put your home or car up for collateral are often a source for

getting your in deeper debt. 

Most of the companies are offering a secondary mortgage against your home,

and often the interest rates out outrageous. Most of the companies offer secured

loans, but few of them offer unsecured loans. This is not an option for repairing

your credit. 

Another option you want to avoid is taking out a tax refund loan. This solution will

get you fast cash, but the fees for this type of loan are often high. If you are

getting $800 back in tax refunds, you will probably only get around $700 or $725.

Another type of loan you want to avoid is the payday loans. Payday loans are

loans against your paycheck. 

Payday loans require that you write a check for the amount of loan to repay as

well as the amount that you will pay the lender for borrowing the money. Payday

loans eventually cost more money than what you have in the first place and is not

a solution for repairing your credit. 

Pawn Shops are also a bad area to  start  in  building your  credit.  Most  Pawn

Shops will take your merchandise, pay you half in many cases of what it is worth,

and give you a certain amount of time to purchase your merchandise back before

they sell. 
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Often there are interest rates on the loans provided by the business. It is certainly

a way to lose all your belongings and halt you from repairing your credit. We can

also take a look at debt consolidation. Although debt consolidation is much better

than  bankruptcy,  it  is  not  a  solution  for  repairing  your  credit.  Most  debt

consolidation companies drain the restricting resources by charging fees for the

service. Many of the debt consolidation companies will pay the creditors minimal

balance and put your assets at risk. 

Unfortunately, most of the debt consolidation companies will charge high interest

rates, or high monthly fees to use their services. The best solution then is if you

have a few extra dollars call your creditors directly and see if you can get them to

negotiate a monthly installment that meets your expectations. It will provide you

the time you need to find a solution for getting extra cash to pay off your debts. In

some instances, you can negotiate with  your  creditors,  and they may offer  a

lower amount than you owe so that you can repay the bills. 

The downside to getting creditors to accept a payoff for less than you owe is that

you may be paying the IRS more in taxes. If the creditor writes off what you owe,

or else settle for a lesser amount than what you owe, it is often reported to the

IRS. Of course it seems like a no-win situation when it comes to repairing credit,

and working to rebuild your credit rating, but in the long run, the rewards are

sitting waiting for your arrival. Anytime you make efforts to repay back what you

owe another individual or company, is rewarding when your self-esteem, self-

confidence and other essential human necessities are restored. None of us like

to owe money to anyone, but some of us have no choices at times. 

If you are not prepared to deal with your creditors on your own, you could consult

with credit assistance that works to help individuals restore their credit. Creditors

often  prefer  to  negotiate  with  respected  businesses  rather  than  deal  with

individuals or lawyers. 
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Debt  counselors  and  Nonprofit  Organizations  that  work  to  repair  credit  for

individuals will often help you to decide how much is owed and how much each

month you can afford to repair your credit and build your credit rating. There is

always a solution in credit repair, so never give up!

Requesting Payment Options to Repair Credit
(Return to Contents)

When you are in debt the best solution for repairing your  credit is  to ask for

extensions, or arrange payment plans. If you have student loans, you can call

your  loan officer and request deference on your  payments.  If  you are turned

down  on  deference,  you  can  ask  for  forbearance.  Forbearance  is  a

postponement  of  your  monthly  installments.  Most  times,  it  is  easier  to  get

forbearance than deference. 

The problem is your interest rates accrue even when no payments are made.

The forbearance against your loan often lasts six months to two years, and then

you are expected to pick up regular payments. If you are suffering debt related

problems,  then this  is  a  great  solution  for  getting  out  of  debt.  You  can also

consolidate  your  student  loans.  In  case  you  have  been  turned  down  for

deference, forbearance your next solution is to fill out an application for a loan to

repay your debts. It is also possible to refinance your student's loans. 

If your credit is severe, you might, however, have difficulty with getting support

for consolidation. You also have the option of requesting a flex payment plan. If

you have a FFELP Stafford Loan ask for an extension on your loan, or ask for a

renewal of your loan for payments that allow you to pay according to your current
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income. The downside is when you seek other people's help for resolving your

debt issues you are only adding more debts to your plans. 

Defaults

It is possible to get out of a default if you have made payments faithfully in the

past, but can no longer repay your debts. First, you must apply for a plan that is

'reasonable and affordable.' The plan applies to your current financial situation,

and if you faithfully make six months of payments on time, you may qualify for a

default. The default does not excuse you from the debt but allows you to make

payments according to your financial situation. 

If you obtain the default, it is important to pay off your dues on time, since it is not

possible to obtain a second default. If you faithfully pay toward your default for a

year, you can slide through some loopholes and get the default dropped. The

downside is when you apply for a default and makes your payments, in the long

run, your payments increase. This is a temporary solution for debt relief.

Credit Repair Doctor Bills 

If you have a doctor, dental, or lawyer debts and need a solution, be aware, there

is an option available. In a situation where you owe a lawyer, doctor or dentist, it

is  wise  to  contact  them  as  soon  as  possible  and  negotiate  or  dispute  the

derogatory items using our medical dispute letters. Most lawyers, doctors, and

dentist will work out a payment agreement lowering your monthly installments.

Some reduce your bills, while others will completely wipe out interest charges or

late fees. 

Most  times  lawyers,  doctors,  and  dentist  will  put  off  sending  your  debt  to  a

collection agency providing you meet your agreed payment each month on time.
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In case you suspect you will be late sending payment, make sure you contact the

creditor  immediately  to  avoid  complications.  If  you  make  contact  with  the

creditors, it tells them that you are not trying to avoid your problem rather you are

delayed. 

It is essential to carefully review your bills each month searching for errors and

disputing them immediately if any occur. After your review, your bills and there

are no errors found, find a resource for paying each bill immediately. This is the

ultimate solution for repairing credit or saving your credit. Supposing you have

credit cards make sure you meet monthly installments regularly to avoid paying

additional rates per month.

Car Loans

Finally,  in  case you  have a car  loan and see that  you  cannot  meet  monthly

installments contact your creditor immediately. Be sure to tell your creditor your

situation and ask for an extension or else a lower payment for the month. If you

lender sees that you can make next month’s payment, or else repay your debt for

the  month  at  a  later  time,  they  may  excuse  your  tardiness.  However,  if  the

creditor sees this is a long-term financial issue they may refinance your vehicle

providing you lower monthly installments and lower interest rates.

Laws in Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)

There are certain laws issued for people that have bad credit and to know these

laws is important to protect all those involved in your life. The Federal Legislation

and  several  other  agencies  including  the  Fair  Credit  Reporting  Act  (FCRA)

protect you from collection agencies and creditors. If you have bad credit, you
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want to read this article especially if you are being harassed by creditors or else

threatened. First, we are going to look at what steps debtors can take to protect

their status. 

Debtors have the right to ask collection agencies or any source hassling them for

debt collection to stop hassling them. You must contact the collection agencies

immediately and request that they stop communication with your completely. We

have dispute letters that you can send to them. You can do this if your collection

agency has claimed a lawsuit against you, or if the date has ended, where the

creditors can no longer contact you. 

If the collection agency has written several letters or made several phone calls

threatening you with a lawsuit, you can use send them our dispute letters which

will cause them to stop contacting you. In case you have a current debt, it is wise

to negotiate with the creditors,  since some may reduce your balance or even

dropped the debt completely. If the debt is older than seven years, it is important

that you DO NOT communicate with a collection agency regarding the bill. At the

seven-year  period,  the  account  should  have  been  removed  from your  credit

report. Supposing it has not these people are in violation.

There are several reasons why creditors will disregard lawsuits. Some of those

reasons include reductions in their chances of winning the suit. If your debt is old,

then collectors avoid paying high attorney fees to collect the balance. Therefore,

knowing is glowing when you have bad credit. If you owe a debt, you have the

legal  right  to  protect  yourself  against  creditors.  The  best  solution  is  to  stop

ignoring the problem and finding a solution to repair your credit. Problems do not

go away;rather they add up more problems. Credit repair is a deduction so you

do not want to add on more than you can take. 
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Collection agencies under the law cannot correspond with you by sending mail to

your address with symbols or labels. Collection agencies cannot call your mom

and dad, or any family member regarding your debt. The collection agencies are

obligated by law to cease communication if you have been subpoenaed to court. 

Collection agencies are under law to avoid calling debtors after 9pm or before

8am. (Some laws state that the collection agencies cannot call after 10pm and

before 5am.) If you have an attorney and the collection agencies, know this and

calls anyway, immediately file a complaint with the proper agencies regarding the

action. It is important to document all information when you are in debt. This can

protect you when the moment arises. If you have a job and a collection agency

calls your work environment he or she is in violation of the law. (Note: If your

employer allows calls, the law may not be effective) 

Collection  agencies  are  prohibited  from  impersonating  law  enforcement  or

government officials to collect a debt. At no time is a collection agency allowed to

make  available  to  the  public  information  regarding  your  debts.  Collection

agencies are prohibited from sending letters, making phones calls, or acting out

any form of communication that insinuates false impersonation. 

It  is also against the law for collection agencies to repeatedly call  your home

requesting you or threatening you to pay the debt. If a collection agency phones

your  home,  they  must  comply  with  the  law and  identify  their  name and  the

companies name within one minute of the phone conversation. Finally, collection

agencies are prohibited from listing debtors on the 'deadbeat' list. Many laws and

regulations apply to both collection agencies and debtors. Therefore, when you

know the law, you have the strength to protect yourself and a possible solution to

avoid the law. If your credit is bad, the first step to a resolution is paying your

dues and knowing the laws. 
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Information in this email is for information purposes only.  Always contact your

lawyer if you need legal advice.

Lawyers are not always a Good Solution
(Return to Contents)

Lawyers often charge high fees to help individuals get out of debt. Many people

that suffer from bad credit often wallow in a pond of self-pity believing there is no

escape.  Most  people  sit  around  waiting  for  the  miracle  that  came  to  their

neighbor's door to hit their door. 

The fact is there are no miracles that happen unless someone takes the first step

to eliminate  the problem.  We all  suffer  at  times,  and some of  us  more  than

others. It depends on the amount you owe, but for most of us getting out of debt

is  possible.  Let's  consider  Bankruptcy  Chapter  7.The  Chapter  7  Bankruptcy

allows families and individuals to erase many of the debts owed to consumers. It

will often erase medical bills, home mortgage, car payments, and credit card bills.

The disadvantage with  Chapter 7 Bankruptcy is that you will  have to give up

some of your assets in most instances. Once you fill out the appropriate papers,

you  will  then  go  into  an  'automatic  stay'  which  stops  all  your  creditors  from

contacting you. This means that the creditors cannot garnish money from your

checks each month to apply toward the bills you owe. It  also means that the

creditors  cannot  deduct  money  from  your  checking,  savings,  money  market

accounts and so on. 

You  are  also  protected  temporarily  since  the  consumers  are  not  allowed  to

discontinue your electric or gas. The advantage of Chapter 7 Bankruptcy is that
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you have a degree of control over all assets and income that are available once

the bankruptcy is in motion. Some debts cannot be wiped out by filing Chapter 7

Bankruptcy. Those debts include child support payments, college tuition loans,

criminal fines, and costs, or other similar bills. 

The problem with filing bankruptcy is that new laws are coming that will make it

more difficult for debtors to file. The new laws in motion are nearly prohibiting

debtors from finding a solution. Another form of bankruptcy that is available is the

Chapter 13 Bankruptcy.  Chapter 13 Bankruptcy means that  the debtor keeps

their assets while making lower monthly installments on their belongings. 

This is a good solution for building credit. If you missed a car or home payments,

it is a solution to help you repair your credit. The downside with Chapter 13 is

that if you miss payments, the courts have the right to change your plans. If the

courts see that the delay is only temporarily they may issue you a 'grace period'

until  you get back on track.  Otherwise,  you might get  a  'hardship discharge,'

which means that your debts are dismissed. 

The best solution then is finding a solution to the problem that won't lead you into

the  courtrooms.  This  is  only  a  headache  since  you  will  have  to  make  court

meetings, be in someone else's control, and so on. The first step to repairing

your credit and building to a better future is put some taps on your spending

habits. Setting up a budget plan is a great start to credit repair without hitting the

courts. Before long the law is going to make it virtually impossible for anyone to

go to bankruptcy court, so it is time to get started now. 

If you are not good at budgeting, there are Nonprofit Organizations that will help

you set up a budget plan for little or no cost. Remember you are not alone, and

there are people out there willing to help you get back on your feet. In case you

don't want to bother someone else with a budget plan you could also purchase
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software programs that offer the tools for budgeting. Quicken and many other

software programs have excellent spreadsheet programs, analyzing tools, and so

on to get you on the road to budget your money to repair your credit. Information

in this email is for information purposes only. Always contact your lawyer if you

need legal advice.
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Chapter 8 - Solutions to Repairing and Building Credit
(Return to Contents)

Supposing you are in debt, it might be wise to sell a few of your items to get the

funds to repay your creditors. If you are selling your items to get out of debt, you

can think long-term and see that you can gradually replace your items once your

debts are repaid. In case you have a mortgage or car payment or both and can't

afford to meet payments, it would be in your best interest to sell. 

This will not only help get you out of debt. Often when you resell your items, you

can make extra cash to repay your debts and possibly have funds left over. If you

don't have items to sell, you might want to look into several options available for

repairing your  credit  and begin the process of building your  credit  score and

ratings. 

Of course, assuming you are in debt, you want to cut back on expenses to save

money to get out of debt. Often we purchase items we don't need. If you have a

lot of items in your home, you could also have a garage sale or yard sale. This is

an excellent way to make a few extra dollars. 

Another great solution is negotiating with your creditors. If you call each creditor

and explain your situation, your creditors might offer you a monthly installment

that  can  meet  your  expectations.  Any  solution  or  ideal  is  better  than  no

movement at all. Finding a solution is not always as difficult as it seems. 

Let's take a look at cutting back on expenses to get your starting on credit repair:

● What is the amount you pay each week for groceries? 

● Do you use coupons to save? 

● Do you purchase products or groceries on sale, or do you pay the high

fees for name brands? 
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Finally, do you buy groceries in bulk, or do you go to the store regularly buying

only a few items? 

Ok, to build your credit you know you need money. 

If you use coupons or buy items on sale, you are saving money and taking a step

toward repairing your credit, since the savings can be applied to your credit bills. 

● What about gas spent to travel? 

● Do you go places that you don't really need to go? 

● Do you spend more on gas simply because you haven't tuned up your

vehicle? 

● What about carpooling? 

● Is it possible you could split gas bill with other individuals that work at your

company? 

Remember a penny saved is a penny earned. 

● What about at home? 

● Do you cut back on electricity, gas, and other utilities? 

● Is it possible you can cut back and save some money toward your credit

repair? 

Ok, you might have cable or satellite. 

● Is it possible you can do without this commodity until you get your bills

caught up? 

● What about subscriptions to books, magazines or music? 

In case you enjoy reading books or magazines, the libraries often have the books

and magazines that you would normally pay for through subscriptions. 
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● How about work? 

● Do you eat out? 

● Why not carry a bag lunch to work instead of eating out? 

There are other areas we can cut back on. Areas such as buying second-hand

clothing, shopping at yard sales, spend less money on vacations and holiday

gifts, and so on. Each time we cut, back we will notice that our money is working

toward  a  stable  life.  When we  work  toward  stability,  we  are  on  our  way  to

repairing our credit ratings and score and working in the right direction toward

repairing our lives. 

Also, we could sell items on EBay to earn cash. Regardless of which solution is

right for you, a solution is one-step in the right direction. In case you are not sure

which  direction  is  right  for  you,  get  our  Credit  Healing  Package  from

www.credithealing.org. The price ranges from $14.99 to $49 and the price are

well worth the investment.
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Reversing Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)

If you want to reverse your credit repair and land deeper in debt, let me show you

how. Have you ever seen the advertisings that say you qualify for $10,000 in

credit and your credit will increase once you accept the terms & conditions and

also send them some upfront fees? 

How about  the  ads  that  say  the  Government  will  give  you  $25,000  in  grant

money and all you have to do is provide your personal information online and

include an upfront to cover our costs? 

Ok here is another reverse credit repair solution. If you see ads that say, you are

guaranteed a credit card regardless of your credit history, and you only pay $399

upfront in charges to secure your debts? 

The list is only a few of the spammers that are out to put you in a jam. For

instance, Trust Benefit offers credit cards and when you make the steep payment

of $299 it won't take long before you realize that you put the gears in reverse and

you are going down deeper in debt. There is no source in the marketplace that

claims to restore your credit for a fee is ready to help you get out of debt. 

The truth is if you want to move forward in repairing your credit you have to find a

way to come up with the money to do so. You are responsible for your bills and in

case  you  are  suffering  hard  times  the  first  step  to  repairing  your  credit  is

contacting your creditors and letting them know your situation. Often the creditors

will work out a plan with you to help you repair your credit. If you are in debt, take

on an extra job or find a better paying job to make ends meet. 
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You might even want to sell some of your assets and pay off your debts. The

material is irrelevant compared to your life and credit history.  If you have bad

credit, most people shun you when you ask for help. Even if you can only send

$10 each week or month, it is a step forward to repairing your credit. You never

want  to  go  in  reverse  when  your  future  is  at  stake.  Credit  is  serious,  and

supposing you are delinquent, then many lenders will reject you once they review

copies of your credit files. You might even apply for a job and are turned down if

the company decides to take a look at your credit files. 

Worse, you may find your self-homeless, and when you apply for an apartment,

the property owner may turn your away after reviewing your credit report. Many

negatives can affect you when you have bad credit, so to move ahead, you have

to take the first step. 

Do not waste your time searching for ads that claim to get you out of debt in a

little time for a fee. Just because they claim to be Credit Repair Expects does not

mean that they are qualified to get you out of debt. Credit repair is tricky, simply

because there is a wealth of information available and many laws to abide. We

provide you with all the tools you need to repair your credit. 

To avoid reversing your credit repair process, you have to learn and know what

you are looking at before starting out on your adventure. Learning is the virtue of

all humankind that makes it possible for a man to move ahead. We can learn

from our mistakes, but if we are learning in reverse, we might as well toss in the

towels.

WARNING About Credit Repair
(Return to Contents)
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The world is swarming with predators ready to tell you that they can repair your

credit. Some of the sources say they can repair your credit in as little as three

minutes, while others tell you as little as 25 days. 

If you are searching for a solution to repair your credit, avoid paying outrageous

charges that many Credit Repair Services charge. It is important to dispute all

claims made against you that are false on your credit report immediately. You

must also take care of any accounts delinquent on your credit report immediately

to avoid diminishing your credit further. 

If possible, take out a loan with collateral attached to repay your debts and make

sure you meet the monthly obligations on time. You can also open accounts with

gas  stations  or  department  stores  to  reestablish  your  credit  history,  which

gradually repairs your credit. There are ways to get out of debt, but if you are

relying on sources that claim to get you out of debt fast or charges fees to get

your out of debt, then you are headed in the wrong direction. 

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently put out reports alerting people

with bad credit histories to avoid Credit Repair Clinics and other sources that

claim to remove obstacles from your credit reports. Recently more than a dozen

agencies  claim  to  repair  credit  in  the  legal  system  for  false  claims.  Some

companies offer to credit repair solutions, but you must pay upfront before they

assist you. 

Avoid  these  types  of  companies  at  all  possible.  Credit  repair  is  tricky  and

sometimes complicated, but the fact is there is no single resource available that

can lift precise credit points or false information from your credit reports. Credit

reports store information for seven years unless it is bankruptcy and those can

stay in your files for 10 or 15 years. 
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Scammers  tell  us  that  they  can  remove  bankruptcies,  create  new  identities,

remove judgments, and other scores from your credit report.  This is precisely

what these companies are they are scammers. The truth is that you and only you

can make the right  moves to  repairing your  credit  history.  Yes,  there is  help

available,  but  it  takes  patience,  effort,  intelligence,  resources,  wisdom,  and

research to find the right sources. Still, once you find the resources, they can

only help you get out of debt. Your negatives and positives will remain on your

credit report until the time allows. 

It seems like a no-win situation, but the truth is each time you pay a bill it reduces

your risks of liens, lawsuits, judgments, and bad credit. Once you clear up your

credit report by paying off your accounts, you will see improvement immediately

regardless of the history of the report. 

Many lenders that review credit reports look closely at your payment history. If

your payment history shows that you once had bad credit, but recently you took

steps to pay off your dues, they are most likely going to consider you for a loan. 

On the other hand, if your credit report shows that you are struggling to make

payments you most likely will get a rejection notice in the mail. Bank lenders are

not obligated to send rejection letters, but they often send them anyway giving

you the opportunity to contact the three credit bureaus listed on the letter. 

Once you make contact and begin clearing your credit, the lenders will  notice

when you attempt to apply for another loan. It is important to take care of all

secured loans first  since these types  of  loans put  you  more at  risk  than the

unsecured loans. 
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The unsecured loans are your obligation, but for the most part, your risks are

lower. If you can take care of both unsecured and secured loans at the same

time, all is better for building your credit report.  Stay alert to the warnings on the

marketplace since you have more at  stake by putting your  life  into someone

else's hands. 

The best solution then for repairing credit is taking charge of your own life and

paying off those debts.
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Conclusion

Finally,  to  start  repairing  your  credit  score,  you  must  begin  a  chronological

sequence  of  actions  that  will  need  credit  reporting  bureaus,  creditors,  debt

collectors, and other entities with which you engage in financial transactions to

guarantee  that  the  information  they  collect,  report,  and/or  sell  about  you  is

precise. You must also be mindful that per the FCRA the credit bureaus are not

supposed to be reporting your items without valid proof that the items belong to

you, which is your signature from the original contract you signed. Know this fact

can largely reduce the time that your derogatory items will remain on your credit

report. 

You are likely aware of standard credit reports compiled about you that outline

your  financial  history,  but  there  are  two  types  of  credit  reports  that  may  be

purchased about you. A standard credit report is a report that most lenders and

creditors purchase. An investigative credit report may also be purchased, which

contains  more  detailed  information  about  your  financial  history  and  your

behaviors. As if that were not enough, there are also other types of consumer

reports that are used to profile your worthiness in other types of transactions that

involve  money.  Insurance companies,  employers,  and other  business entities

purchase consumer reports about you that include information other than credit

histories. They also purchase scores that are other than credit scores but relate

to the particular area of interest. While these other consumer reports and scores

may not directly affect your credit score, they may be used to damage your ability

to engage in activities that you thought only your credit score would be used to

qualify for.

While  there  are  many  factors  involved  in  repairing  your  credit  score,  your

commitment to repairing your score is important. You, not the credit reporting
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agencies, your creditors, nor the government is going to take responsibility to

repair your credit score for you. 

This book will give you all of the information that you'll need to begin repairing

your credit score now.

Procrastination will not solve your credit issues. Don't wait. Start repairing and

improving your credit now by going to www.credithealing.org.
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